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Architecture and Site Approval, I)esign Reviewo and '

Grading Approval

Summary: A major modification to the existing Architecture and Site Approval (ASA) for the

Lehigh Cement Þl*t to construct a Water Treatment Facility Building of 9,100 sq.ft', including

Desiln Review and Grading Approval. Included in the project are water storage and chemical

storage tanks, and other associated improvements'

Owner: Lehigh Southwest Cement Co' General Plan: Urban Service Area:
CuPertino

Zoning: A-dl
Project Area: -159.42 actes

Applicant: Sam Barket
Adãress: 2400I Stevens Creek Blvd., Cupertino

APN: 351-10-033
Present Land Use: Industrial/Cement Plant Supervisorial District: 5

RECOMMENDED ACTIONS

A. Approve the proposed categorical exemptions for CEQA'

B. Grant the ASA Modification, including Design Review and Grading Approval, subject to

conditions of approval outlined in Attachment B'

Board of Supervisors: Miké Wasserman, Cindy Chavez, Dave Cortese, Ken Yeager, S. Joseph Similian
Counly Executive: Jeffrey V. Smith Ë
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The project is to construct a Water Treatment Facility Building (Facility) and related equipment

and improvements on a site located in the southern portion of the Lehigh Cement Plant property.

The pråposed Facility is required and being constructed to comply with a Cease and Desist order

ptacåd on the Lehigh Cement plant by the Regional'Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB) and

ìo comply with the plant's site-specific National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System

CNppÉsj permit (Oìder No. R2-2014-0010) / NPDES C40030210). The NPDES permit requires

ìnut utt prócessed and storm water runoff generated from the Cement Plant area and the

permanente euarry is treated prior to discharge to Permanente Creek. The project does not entail

any changes to current levels õf discharge or drainage into Permanente Creek. The Facility will

oniy treat-water that otherwise is discharging into the creek. The main constituent pollutant

treáted at the facility is selenium. Other constituents, such as mercury and nickel, are also

treated.

The proposed Facility includes a metal building that is 9,100 sq. ft. in floor area and 30 feet in

tnu*i-*n height. The water treatment plant is to be housed in the building. The proposal

includes 7 process water tanks to be installed on concrete pad foundations outside of the

building. The tanks vary in height from 8 feet to 22.3 feet. The only employees that will use the

building will be pr"r"tti on an intermittent basis as needed to monitor the operation of the

treatment plant.

REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION

The Zoning Administrator is the decision-making authority for ASA, Grading Approval, and

Design Review. pursuant to County Zoning Ordinance $5.20.200(BXl), Modification of Permit

Apprãval, Major, the construction of this proposed Facility constitutes a major modification to the

.*irting ASAat the Lehigh Cement Plant, because it involves a substantive modification to the

site plan of the existing facility.

The proposal does not necessitate any modification to the existing Use Permit for the Cement Plant

because the Facility:
l. does not increase the capacity or output of the Cement Plant production or waste;

2. represents a fraction of the total structural mass of the Cement Plant site;

3. is ancillary and accessory to the Cement Plant; and,

4. will not conflict with or modify the Use Permit conditions of approval established for the

Cement Plant.

The property and proposed Facility site is within the -d1 Design Review zoning'district. Based

o.r ui"*ih"d visibility analysis (see Attachment D), it is visible from the valley floor, and

therefore subject to óesignReview. Due to the 9,100 sq. ft. building size, the proposal is

classified as a Tier 2 project per County ZoningOrdinance $3.20.040(AX2).

The proposal also includes 2,g76.6 cubic yards (CY) of cut and2,220.9 CY of fill and thus

,.qrrir", Grading Approval per County Ordinance $Cl2-406(a). The total grading, excluding the

buitaing footprint anà associated outdoor equipment, is approximately 2,921CY of cut and

1,955 C--y of nU. The net grading is approximately 755 CY of cut. The general purposes of the
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grading are related to access road improvements, and terrain modifications in the immediate

vicinity of the project necessary to establish the facility.

A. Environmental Review and Determination (CEQA)

This project has been reviewed in accordance with the California Environmental

eualiìy Âct (CEQA) and it has been determined that Class 1 (CEQA Guidelines

ts:ot--,'Existing Facilities") and class 3 (CEQA Guidelines 15303 - "New

Construction or Conversion of Small Structures") exemptions are applicable to the

project. The Class I exemption applies because the Facility includes a water

ireãtment plant, which is an addition of a health or safety device for use in

conjunction with the existing structures of the Cement Plant. Also, the project is

exempt pursuant to the Class 3 exemption ('onew construction") because the Facility

is accessory and appurtenant to the Cement Plant.

Furthermore, Staff finds that the project can be exempt from CEQA because the

project does not have potential for causing a significant effect on the environment

ICEQA Guidelines 1 s061 (bX3)1.

B. Proposal

The Zoning Administrator may grant the proposed Architecture and Site Approval,

Design Review, and Grading Approval to comply with NPDES permit requirements

bV th" RWQCB, subject to the applicable findings as listed below, and project

conditions outlined in Attachment B.

Architecture and Site Apnroval Findinss:
itecture and Site Approval if able to make all of the

following ãndings listed in çS.+O.O+0 of the County ZoningOrdinance. Listed below are the

individuãl findings together with a discussion (in italics) relating to how the proposed project

conforms to each respective finding.

A. Adequate traffic safety, on-site circulation, parking and loading areas, and insignificant

effect of the development on traffrc movement in the area;

The proposal is locatedwithin the Lehigh Cement Plant site and does not ffict trffic
safety. Þroposed on-site circulation includes a new fire access driveway surrounding the

pâcít¡ry. There is sufficient ingress and egress to the Facility for employees' There are no

proposed parking spaces and none are required because there is no permanent

*oikptotà withii this industriat building and the Facility is not open to public access.

TherL is sfficient areaþr trucl<s to transport and deliver treatment chemicals to the

Fucitity. The proposal would add up to approximately 4 daily vehicle trips to andfrom

the Lehigh Càmint Plant and therefore does not have any signfficant ffict on the trffic
movement in the ørea.
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B. Appearance of proposed site development and structures, including signs, will not be

detrimental to the ôharacter of the surrounding neighborhood or zoning district;

The surrounding area includes industriat buitdings and operations. The proposal is

industrial in naíure andfits the character of the surrounding industrial area. There are

no signs proposed. Furthermore, as conditionedfor conformance with the requirements

o¡tne -it zoning district, the project will conform to the Design Review requirements of
the 4l zoning district þr Tier 2 proiects'

C. Appearance and continued maintenance of proposed landscaping will not be detrimental

to fire character of the surrounding neighborhood or zoning district;

The surrounding area is industrial with no public access. There is no proposed

landscaping and none is requiredþr project approval'

D. No significant, unmitigated adverse public health, safety and environmental effects of

proposed development;

There will not be any significant environmental impacts, as no lcrtown biological or

environmental issues were identffied on site.

E. No adverse effect of the development on flood control, storm drainage, and surface water

drainage;

The proposed project will not have any significant impact to flood control, storm

droino[r, orl tuiftote water drainage as the proposal wss reviewed by Land

Develipment En[ineering. Runofffrom the additional impervious surface areowill be

adequately managed anitreated as required through the conditions of approval'

F. Adequate existing and proposed fire protection improvements to serve the development;

The proposed project was revie:wed by the County Fire Marshal and the road design is in

,onjor*once with the Fire Marshal's Office standards, subiect to conditions of approval

outlined in Attachment B.

G. No significant increase in noise levels;

The proposed project will not result in a significant increase in noise levels in the area,

because the treatment plant equipment is completely housed within the proposed

enclosed building.

H. Conformance with zoningstandards, unless such standards are expressly eligible for

modification by the ZoningAdministrator as specified in the Zoning Ordinance;

The proposed project satisfies alt of the required zoning standards for setbacl<s and

hei{ht ås stiputaied in the County Zoning Ordinance. The zoning district þr subiect
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porcel is A-d|. No proposed modification to these standards is required'

I. Conformance with the general plan and any applicable areaor specific plan, or, where

applicable, city generaþlan conformance for property located within a city's urban

service area; and

The General Plan designationfor subject parcel is Urban Service Area (Cupertino). The

Cupertino City General Plan designates the project area as County and there are no

Gineral Plan- policies applied by the City of Cupertino. Therefore, the project does not

conflict with the applicable general plan.

J. Substantial conformance with the adopted "Guidelines for Architecture and Site

Approval" and any other applicable guidelines adopted by the County.

The proposal will be required to adhere to all stipulations set forth in this staff report as

well as all condition, ojopproval required by the Zoning Administrator. The intent of the

"Guidelines þr Archiittt-*t and Site Approval" is to "secure the general purposes of
this ordinance and the General Plan and to maintain the character and integrity of the

neighborhood by promoting excellence of development, preventing undue trffic hazards

or òongest¡on, aid encourãging the most appropriate development and use of land in

harmony with the neighborhood." As the industrial character of the proposal is in

harmoiy with its industrial surroundings, and there is no signfficant ffict on trffic or

congestion, the proposal secures such general purposes'

Design Review
Tñ-p"."t tr located within the -dl (Santa Clara Valley Viewshed) combining zoning district,

and itrerefore specific conditions and findings related to Design Review are applicable. The

ZoningAdministrator may grant approval oiDesign Review applications if able to make all of

the fol'iowing determinationi listed in County Zoningordinance $5.50.040, Scope of Review,

and the projãct conforms to all applicable requirements of the -dl zoning district, pursuant to

Sectioni.2b.g4¡ of the zoningôidinutt".. Listed below are the Design Review Scope of Review

considerations followed by a discussion relating to the Design Review of the proposed project.

$5.50.040 Scope of Review

A. Mitigation of any adverse visual impacts from proposed structures, grading, vegetation

removal and landscaPing;
See applicable ASA findings.

B. Compatibility with the natural environment;
See applicable ASA findings.

C. Conformance with the "Design Review Guidelines," adopted by the Board of
Supervisors;
See discussion below regarding conformance with -dl Design Review requirements. The

project in atypical from ihe projects to which the Design Review Guidelines typically

ãpply, such âi new residencèr, a"rersory buildings, retaining walls, decks, and similar
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buildings and structures. It is an industrial accessory building intended to house

equipmãnt and facilities required by a state agency to meet water quality requirements.

D. Compatibility with the neighborhood and adjacent development;

See applicable ASA findings.
E. Compliance with applicable zoning district regulations; and

See applicable ASA findings.
F. Conformance with the general plan, any applicable specific plan, or any other applicable

guidelines adopted by the Board of Supervisors or Planning Commission. See applicable

ASA findings.

53.20.040 Design Review -dL Zoning District Requirements

Siting: The specific project site is located where natural topography, existing site development,

and other feJtures provide a significant measure of visibility mitigation and screening.

Story Poles: The story poles for the proposed project were installed and verified by staff by

means of site visit a full seven days prior to the public hearing.

Building Form and Massing: Staff has analyzedthe overall visibility of the proposal (see

Attachment D) in order to evaluate the project's conformance with Design Review requirements

specihc to thii section. Based on a comprehensive visual analysis including photo-simulations,

,rse of the story poles, and site and field analyses, staff has determined that the proposed Facility

is minimalty visiUte from the valley floor and has o'demonstrably low visibility.". Based on these

analyses, staff has determined that the proposed Facility can only be readily seen from a single

vantâge point within the valley floor viewshed area, and only a portion of the building is visible

from ihat vantage point. The vantage point is on top of the ove{pass of State Route 85 over

Fremont Avenue in Cupertino. Drivers may see the Facility for a brief moment as they travel

Southbound on State Ròute 85 as it ove{passes Fremont Avenue. The distance from the proposed

Facility to the vantage point is greater than 3 miles. No other visual vantage points were found.

The additional factors that contribute to the low visibility of the proposed Facility include its

location on the site, the orientation of the Facility on a slope facing away from the valley floor,

and several large industrial structures that visibly shield the Facility from the valley floor.

Consequently, itaff recommends that the project qualifies for a waiver from the Building Form

and Massing standards of the -dl zoning district $3.20.040(C).

Furthermore, pursuant to County ZoníngOrdinance $3.20.040(8), visual impacts will be further

minimized bapainting the structure to satisfy the light reflectivity value requirements (45 LRV

or less) Recommended conditions of approval are to limit LRV to a maximum of 35.

Landscaping requirements are considered unnecessary, given the low visibility of the site, the

distance from the valley floor and other proposed conditions.

Requirements related to Sections 3.20.040(D)-(I) do not apply except for (H), Ongoing

Compliance, which is satisfied by standard conditions of approval.
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Grading Approval
@stratormayissueGradingApprovalifabletomakeal1ofthefollowing
findings listed in Section Cl2-433 of the County Ordinance. Listed below are the required

findinls followed by a discussion relating to how the proposed project conforms to the findings.

(a) The amount, design, location, and the nature of any proposed grading is necessary to

establish or maintain a use presently permitted by law on the property.

(b) The grading will not endanger public and/or private property, endanger public health and

safety, will not result in exCessive deposition of debris or soil sediments on any public

right-of-way, or impair any spring or existing watercourse'

(c) Grading will minimize impacts to the natural landscape, scenic, biological and aquatic

resources, and minimize erosion impacts.

(d) For grading associated with a new building or development site, the subject site shall be

one ihut *ini-izes grading in comparison with other available development sites, taking

into consideration oiher development constraints and regulations applicable to the

project.

(e) Grading and associated improvements will conform with the natural terrain and existing

topography of the site as much as possible, and should not create a significant visual scar.

(Ð Grading conforms with any applicable general plan or specific plan policies; and

(g) Grading substantially conforms with the adopted 'Guidelines for Grading and Hillside

Develirpment' and other applicable guidelines adopted by the County.

A total of 2,976.6 cubic yards (CY) of cut and 2,220.9 CY of fill are associated with the

proposed project. The fiie access road constitutes the majority of the grading with approximately
-Z,g)t.ZCy 

óf cut and 1,955.4 CY of fill. The treatment plant building consists of 256.4 CY of
fill. Estimated quantities of 55.3 CY of cut and 9 CY of fill are associated with the various

process water tanks and miscellaneous site improvements. The amount, design, location and

nature of proposed grading are necessary to construct the Facility. There will be no excessivs

grading a"porit"O onsite. Ño grading is proposed to be near the existing Permanente Creek. No

trees exist in the project area.

The proposed grading is in conformance with specific frndings and policies identified in the

Countybetr..ãt pt* as well as with the adopted "Guidelines for Grading and Hillside

Development."

BACKGROUND

The first use permit for the Cement Plant was approved in 1939 and later amended in 1950 and

1955. In lggt,the Cement Plant was granted approval for an expansion of an existing aluminum

manufacturing plant through an Architecture and Site Approval (ASA). Approval of the

expansion toJËplace at a fubtc hearing on March 23,1982. On November 17,1983, amajor
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modification of the 1982 ASA was approved, allowing the addition of a 5,016 sq. ft.warehouse.

The proposed Facility is a modification of the ASA approved in 1982.

The Regional Water euality Control Board (RWQCB) issued a cease and desist order (No. R2-

2014-001 l) in20l4 that required the construction of a "Final Treatment System" (FTS) to

address the water quality isiues at the Lehigh Cement Plant and Permanente Quarry. The

proposed Water Treatmênt Facility is the FTS required by the RWQCB. The cease and desist

ôrdèr indicates October l,Z0l7 as the date to begin discharging water from the Water Treatment

Facility.

Technical Details of Facility Operation
Currently, water is collected at the Cement Plant primarily in Pond 1 and Pond 11. Pond 1 water

ir pu*påá to pond 11, which is further pumped to the Permanente Quarry Main Pit. Extraction

*éUr *..ounding the Main Pit draw water out of the ground and the water is currently sent to

the Interim Treatment System at Pond 4A to be treated before being discharged into Permanente

Creek. The capacity at the Interim Treatment System is only 400 gallons per minute. The

proposal incluies rldirecting the water from the extraction wells to the proposed Facility, which

ïif nuu. a capacity of 1,200 gallons per minute. The proposed Facility will replace the existing

Interim Treatment System located near the Main Pit at Pond 4A. See Attachment E for a Flow

Schematic.

Water entering the Facility is first sent through an Ultra-Filtration system, followed by Reverse

Osmosis. Sodium Hypochlorite and Citric Acid are used to clean the Ultra-Filtration and Reverse

Osmosis systems at 
-an 

estimated frequency of 1 to 3 months, or as ne_eded. An.anti-scalant is

also used io clean the Reverse Osmosis system. The water is further filtered using a bio-reactor.

The biological system eat a nutrient and convert the metals dissolved in the water into a soluble

form. The-bio-reactor also creates sulfides. Hydrogen Peroxide is used to neutralize the sulfides

in the water. Clean, treated water is finally discharged into Permanente Creek. Any liquid

backwash that is not fully treated is sent back to Pond 11 to continue the treatment cycle. Solid

backwash, including meials and settled biological matter, is cleaned out and disposed of using

tote bags.

The chemicals involved in the process include Sodium Hypochlorite (bleach), citric acid,

Hydroden peroxide, a biologicãl nutrient, and an anti-scalant. The chemicals are stored in the

various tanks inside and outside the Facility.

ATTACHMENTS INCLUDED

Attachment A -Notice of Exemption from CEQA
Attachment B - ASA Preliminary Conditions of Approval

Attachment C - Viewshed Visibility Analysis
Attachment D - Correspondence from the Public

Attachment E - Flow Schematic
Attachment F - Plan Set: Includes Vicinity Map, Site Plan, Floor Plan, and Elevations
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County of Santa Clara
Department of Plannilrg and Developnrent
Plannirìg Officc

county Govcrntîcut ccntor, Easf wing, 7tlì Floor
70 wesl Hedd¡ng Streel
San Jose. California 95 I lc).l7o5
woa\ 2ss-s77o FAX (4O8) 288-9 l9A
www.sccplanning.org

l{otice of Exemption from CEQA

To:X County Clerk-Recorder
County of Santa Clara

Date: 1l7Y/ t1 Signature:

Name/Title: Christopher Hoem / Associate Planner

Office of Planning & Research

PO Box 3044,Room222
cA 95812-3044

Project Title
Lehigh Water Treatment FacilitY

Project Approvals
Arcúitecturê and Site Approval, Design Review, Grading

Location
l-10-033 at2400l Stevens Creek 1seeCA

Project
APN 35

File No.
2250-t7A

OutPerson ProjectorPro ect CarryingAgencyApprovingAgency
Co.CementSouthwestClaraSantaof

National Pollutant Elimination

DescriptionProject A toandwith pprovalReview GradingSite DesignandArchitecturetheto Approval,modification existingMajor
siteassociatedothertanks andwaterwaterft. featrnent processbuilding,of 9 facility00construction sq.allow

the Sto with plant site-specificlsThePlant. complytreatmentCement requiredplanttheat Lehighimprovements

(b) A project is exemPt from CEQA if:' ' 
tlf rfre project is èxempt by stàtute (see, e.g. Article 18, commencing with Section 15260)'

(2) The project is exempt pursuant to a categorical exemption (see Article 19, commencing with Section 15300)

and the application ofthat categorical exemption is not barred by one ofthe exceptions set forth in Section

15300.2.
(3) The activity is covered by the general rule that CEQA applies only to projects which have the potential

for causing a significait .ff.""t on the environm.nt. Wh".. it can be seen with certainty that there is no

possibilþ-thatihe activity in question may have a significant effect on the environment, the activity is not

iubject to CEQA (see Article 5, Section 15061(bX3))'

Sections:Exemption(Guidelines)
determineshallto a leadaIS ect agencyanthat CEQA,determined proJ subjecthasOnce activitylead) agency(a

2 52 080. 2 2t21 2 0, 084, 08(b),080Sections I,Reference: 080(b),Resources2Section Code;PublicNote: cited: 083,Authority
3d 68.Cal.3Inc. ofResourcesPublic59 .212land

the project is exemPt from CEQA.

Qualified Exemptions:
it . proj..t qualifies for 15301 (Existing Facilities), 15303 (New Construction or Conversion of Small Structures),

a"¿ îSOOf Oj(3) (Review for Exemption). See attachment below'

Title

Associate Planner

Telephone Number

(408)299-s784

County Contact Person

Hoem

Attachment A



Description of Project

The project would construct a water treatment facility located in the southern portion of the

t-ehigh 
"Cement plant site near an existing storage warehouse. Figure I shows the location of the

faciû-ty in relation to the regional setting. The site plan is shown on Figure 2' The proposed

facility is being constructeã'to comply *ittr u cease and desist order placed on the Lehigh Cement

plant 6y the Rãgional Water Qualiiy ôontrol Board (RWQCB) and to comply with the plant's

site-spécific Naiional Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit (Order No.

wz-zot+-0010) / NPDES CA0030210). The NPDES permit requires that all process and

stormwater generated from the cement plant area is treated prior to discharge to Permanente

Creek. The project does not entail any changes to current discharge or drainage into Permanente

Creek. tne ?'acitity's only function is to reduce the concentration of selenium from the process

and storm water that cuúently is already being discharged into the creek. The plant will also

reduce other constituents, such as mercury and nickel'

The proposed facility would include a 9,000-square-foot metal building, 30 feet in height that

would house the treátment equipment Several proc"rs water tanks would also be installed on

concrete pad foundations outsidì of the building. The tanks would vary in height from I feet to

22.3 feet.The treatment plant would be unoccupied except for intermittent visits by employees to

monitor the operation.

15061(bX3) ("Common Sense Exemption"):

The activity covered is by the general rule that 1EQA applies only to projects, which have the

poteitø,lyor causing a itgnifiáant ffict on the environment. í|lhere it can be seenwith certainty
-that 

there is no posiibili{, t"hat the activity in question may have a significant ffict on the

environment, the activity is not subject to CEQA.

Reasons to support exemPtion findings:

devices

The project is exempt from GEQA review under the common sense exemption in Section

f SOe f 16X:) becausË there is no potential for causing any significant effect on the environment'

The water treatment facility -.rrì b" constructed to treat process and storm water that would

otherwise be discharged into Permanente Creek without treatment. As such, there is no

possibility that the activity may have a significant effect on the environment.

In addition, two categorical exemptions-l5301 (Existing Facilities) and 15303 (Ne*

Construction or Coniersion of Small Structures)---each independently apply to the project, as

discussed below.

15301 (Existing Facilities)

Cluss I consists of the operation, repair, maintenance, permitting, leasing,licensíng, or minor

alteration of exisiing pibtit o, private structures, facilities, mechanical equipment, or

topographiLat featriräs, involving negligibte or no expansion of use beyond that existing at the

ti*eþine kad agency's determination. The types of "existingfacilities" itemized below are not

intended to be all-incíusive of the types of projects which mightfall within Class I. The key

consideration is whether the project involves negligible or no expansion of an existing use'

Examples include but are not limited to:

(fl Addition of safety or health protection devices for use during construction of or in coniunction

with existing structures, facilities, or mechanical equipment, or topographical features including



The project would qualiff for the Class 1 exemption, with specific reference to example (f),

because th" proporéd *ut". treatment facilþ is a health protection device for use in conjunction

with the exiiting cement plant and adjacent quarry operations. The water treatment facility would

cause no 
"*p*Jion 

of thå existing cement plant use. The production and waste of the cement

plant would remain unchanged.

15303 (New Construction or conversion of Small structures):

Class 3 consists of construction and locqtion of limited numbers of new, small facilities or

structures; instullafion of small new equipment andfacilities in small structures; and the

conversion of existing small structurei from one use to another where only minor modifications

are made in the extelior of the structure. The numbers of structures described in this section are

the maximum allowable õ, ory legal parcel Examples of this exemption include, but are not

limited to:

(e) Accessory (appurtenant) structures including garages, carports, patios, swimming pools, and

fences.

The project would qualiff for the Class 3 exemption, with specific reference to example (e),

b"cu.rre it involves ihe cónstruction of a water treatment facility that would be accessory and

appurtenant to the existing cement plant. The proposed facility would be a single, 9,100 sq. ft'

u,rìtaittg with associated ploces, *ã1". tanks located in the near vicinity. Although the building

would be 9,100 sq. ft., it ìs a small component in the overall cement plant site and therefore is

accessory to the cèment plant in terms óf function , size, and scale. The building would house the

water treatment system to treal process and storm water collected at the cement plant and

adjacent limestone quarry. ttre äd¿ition of this structure would not exceed the maximum number

of structures allowed on the subject parcel.

Exceptions

State CEeA Guidelines Section 15300.2 establishes exceptions to use of categorical exemptions.

The County has determined that none of the exceptions disqualiS the ordinance from using the

Class 1 or Class 3 exemptions. The exceptions are discussed below in relation to the project.

(a) Location. Classes 31 41 516, and lL are qualified by consideration of where the project is

ìo be located -- a project that is ordinarily insignificant in its impact on the environment

may in a particularþ sensitive environment be signifÏcant. Thereforen these classes are

considered to apply all instances, except where the project may impact on an

environmental resóurce of hazardous or critical concern where designatedo precisely

mapped, and officially adopted pursuant to law by federal, stateo or local agencies.

The project site is not included on a list of hazardous materials sites compiled pursuant to

Govårnment Code Secti on 65962.5 (Cortese List). No critical resources, including historic or

scenic resources or threatened or endangered habitat,have been identified on the project site. The

project site is adjacent to permanente Cieek. The process water that would be treated by the plant

is cunently aheãdy being discharged into the creek through an existing outtake.

(b) Cumulative Impact. Alt exemptions for these classes are inapplicable when the

òumulative impactìf successive projects of the same type in the same place, over time is

significant.

No significant impacts the proJect have been identified. In addition, other projects of the

same other
of

structures would occur on or w1thin the
no

of the ect site.



Therefore, there are no incremental effects of the proposed proJ ect that would be cumulatively

significant when viewed ln context of successlve proJ ects of the same type tn the same place.

(c) Significant Effect. A categorical exemption shall not be used for an activity where there

is'a reasonable possibility that the activity will have a significant effect on the environment

due to unusual circumstances.

The County has not identified unusual circumstances that would have a significant effect on the

environment stemming from construction and operation of the proposed water treatment facility.

Treatment plants *e 
"ô-*only 

used as part of industrial and/or mining operations to remove

contaminants from process *ui.r and are often required to comply with regulations intended to

reduce water quality impacts to receiving waters. The nature of the proposed facility fits the

surroundin g area in terms of industrial use and intensity.

(d) Scenic Highways. A categorical exemption shall not be used for a project which may

result in damage to scenic 
""ioo"".s, 

including but not limited too trees, historic buildings'

rock outcroppitrgr, or similar resources, within a highway officially designated as a state

scenic highway.

The project site is not located in the vicinity of a highway officially designated as a state scenic

highway.

(e) Hazardous \ilaste Sites. A categorical exemption shall not be used for a project located

on a site which is included on any list compiled pursuant to Section 65962.5 of the

Government Code.

The project site is not included on any list compiled pursuant to Section 65962.5 of the

Government Code contain such facilities.

(f) Historical Resources. A categorical exemption shall not be used for a project which may

cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of a historical resource.

No historic resources are located on the ect site.
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ATTACHMENT B
Preliminary Conditions of Approval

2250-17 A-l7DR-l7G

ARCHITECTURE & SITE APPROVAL, DESIGN REVIEW, AND GRADING APPROVAL

Lehigh southwest cement co. i sam Barket, Environmental Manager

2250-17A-17DR-17G

24001Stevens Creek Blvd., Cupertino, CA 95014

A major modification to the existing Architecture and Site Approval

(ASA) at the Lehigh Cement Plant to construct a Water Treatment

Èacility, and Design Review of the Water Treatment Facility.

APPLICATION APPROVED SUBJECT TO CONDITIONS STATED BELOW IN

ACCORDANCE WITH PLANS AS SUBMITTED.

Items marked with one asterisk (*) must be completed prior to issuance of building permit.

Items marked with a double asterisk (**) must be completed prior to Final Inspection of subject

building permit.

Items marked with a single asterisk c'*x) must be completed prior to grading permit issuance'

Items marked with a double asterisk (¡r'{"r'{') must be completed prior to Grading Completion or

release ofbond.

Owner / Applicant:

File Number:

Location:

Project Description:

File No. 2250-17 A-17DP.-17 G
ZoningAdministration Hearing May 4, 2017

PLANNING
F* *"* i"firrmation regarding the following conditions, contact Christopher Hoem at

408-299 -5784 or Christopher.Hoem@,pln.sccgov.org'

l. Development of the site shall take place in accordance with approved plans dated January

5,2016.The project includes a 9,100 sq. ft. water treatment facility with associated

process watei tanks and a fire access road surrounding the facility.

2. Maintain the following setbacks and height restriction of all buildings associated with the

subject approval. Front, side, and Rear: 30 feet. Maximum height: 35 feet.

3. * To limit the potential for spillover lighting and glare to adjacent properties, all exterior

lighting shall incorporate a full cut-off lighting standard which directs the light down

oãto ttr. property. Èrovide a Lighting Plan to the Planning Office that identifies all

p.opor.d e*i"rió, üghting for the parking area, buildings, and site landscaping for review

ãnd uppror,'al. The plan shall incluãe manufacturer's details for all light fixtures and light

shields.

Page 1 of9
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4. All construction activities shall be in conforïnance with the Santa Clara County Noise

Ordinance Section 811-154 and prohibited between the hours of 7:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m.

on weekdays and Saturdays, or ui any time on Sundays for the duration of construction.

5. * Submit color samples for all exterior surfaces, including walls, trim and roof for the

proposed building in accordance with Section 3.20.040(B) of the County Zoning

òrdi.run".. The light reflectivity value (LRV) shall not exceed 35.

6. * A "Notice of Design Review Approval and Conditions" shall be recorded with the

Office of the Clerk-Recorder in accordance with recording requirements, to ensure that

present and future property owners are aware of their obligation to comply with condition

#5 above.

Grading

7. :$x* All excess fill shall be taken off-site to an approved disposal location. A note of this

requirement shall be incorporated into the grading plans'

B. In the event that human skeletal remains are encountered, the applicant is required by

County Ordinance No. B6-18 to immediately notify the County Coroner. Upon

determination by the County Coroner that the remains are Native American, the coroner

shall contact the Califomia Native American Heritage Commission, pursuant to

subdivision (c) of Section 7050.5 of the Health and Safety Code and the County

Coordinato. oîIndiutr affairs. No further disturbance of the site may be made except as

authorized by the County Coordinator of Indian Affairs, in accordance with the

provisions oistate law and Chapter 86-18 of the County Ordinance Code. If artifacts are

lound on the site, a qualified archaeologist shall be contacted along with the County

planning Office. No further disturbance of the artifacts may be made except as authorized

by the County Planning Offìce.

g. ** Prior to final inspection, schedule a final site inspection to verify that Planning

conditions have been constructed and installed according to this approval and the

approved plans. Contact Christopher Hoem at (40S) 299-5784 at least two weeks prior to

schedule the final site inspection.

10. ** & {.t *{. Any fees due to the County of Santa Clara Department of Planning and

Development ássociated with staff time spent on the planning approval shall be paid prior

to issuance of any permits for this project.

LAND DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERING (LPEI

For more information regarding the following conditions, contact Ed Duazo at 408-299-5733 or

Ed.Duazo@pln. scceov.org.

11. * Obtain a Grading Permit from LDE prior to beginning any construction activities.

Issuance of the gtuaitrg permit is required prior to LDE clearance of the building permit

(building and gãding!ôrmits can bã applied for concurrently). The process for obtaining

File No. 2250-17 A-17DF.-17 G
ZoningAdministration Hearing illf.ay 4, 2017

Page2 of 9



a Grading Permit and the forms that are required can be found at the following web page:

http s : //www. scc eov. or g/sites/dpd/Iwantto/PermitslPases/GP. aspx

If the County Roads and Airports Department provides a condition of approval to obtain

an encroachment permit, theapplication for the encroachment permit will be submitted to

the Land Development Engineering Office with the grading permit submittal. For your

convenience, the graditrg *a encrõachment permits will be processed concurrently under

one set of improvement Plans'

please contact LDE at 408-299-5734 for additional information and timelines.

12. * Final improvement plans shall be prepared by a licensed civil engineer for review and

approval by LDE anúthe scope of work shall be in substantial conformance with the

"ãn¿itiotruily 
approved preliminary plans on file with the Planning Office. Include plan,

profile, typióal sections, and contour grading for all access roads/driveways' grading

islopes, iâds, etc.), drainage, and other improvements as appropriate for construction.

ift. n"u^f design shall be in conformance with all currently adopted standards and

ordinances. The access road shall be in confonnance with County Standard Detail SDI

(2g-foot minimum widtþ. The following standards are available online:

Standards and Policies Manual, Volume I - Land Development Engineering

2007 Santa Clara County Drainage Manual

13. * Final plans shall contain standard notes and certificates as shown on the County

Standard Cover Sheet. Plans shall be legible, and neatly and accurately drawn at a scale

sufficient for reproduction (scanning and copying)'
https : //www. scc gov. or g/sites/dpd/Iwantto/Permits/Pages/GP. aspx

14. * Improvement plans shall include an Erosion and Sediment Control Plan that outlines

seasónally apprópriate erosion and sediment controls during the construction period.

Include the County Standard Best Management Practice Plan Sheets (Sheets BMP-I and

BMp-2) in the Erósion Control Plan. These sheets are available on-line at the following

links

2_,pdf

15. * All applicable easements affecting the parcel with benefactors and recording

information shall be shown on the improvement plans'

16. * Survey monuments shall be shown on the improvement plans to provide suffrcient

information to locate the proposed improvements and the property lines. Existing

monuments must be expoìed, verified and noted on the grading plans. Where existing

monuments are below grade, they shall be field verified by the surveyor and the grade

File No. 2250-17 A- ITDF.-I7 G
ZoningAdministration Hearing May 4, 2017

1.pdf
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shall be restored and a temporary stake shall be placed identifying the location of the

found monument. If existing survey monuments are not found, temporary staking

delineating the property line may be placed prior to construction and new monuments

shall be set prior to final acceptance of the improvements. The permanent survey

monuments shall be set pursuant to the State Land Surveyors" Act. The Land

Surveyor/Engineer in charge of the boundary survey shall file appropriate records

pursuant to Business and Professions Code Section 8672 or 8771 of the Land Surveyors'

Act with the County Surveyor.

17. ** Existing and set permanent monuments shall be verihed by inspectors prior to final

acceptance of the improvements by the County. Any permanent survey monuments

damãged or missing rhullb" reset by a licensed land surveyor or registered civil engineer

authoiized to practice land surveying and they shall file appropriate records pursuant to

Business and Professions Code Section 8762 or 8771 of the Land Surveyors' Act with the

County Surveyor.

18. * Provide a drainage analysis prepared by a licensed civil engineer in accordance with

criteria as designated in the 2007 County Drainage Manual (See Section 6'3.3 and

Appendix L foi design requirements). The on-site drainage shall be controlled in such a

manner as to not increase the downstream peak flow for the l0-year and 100-year storm

event or cause ahazardor public nuisance. The mean annual precipitation for the project

site can be found using the Online Property Profile at the following website:

http ://www. sccplanning. ors/gisproflle/

19. property owner is responsible for the adequacy of any drainage facilities and for the

"ontitr*d 
maintenance thereof in a manner that will preclude any hazard to life, health or

damage to adjoining proPertY.

20. * This project is located within the San Francisco Bay Watershed and is a Regulated
projecipei rhe20l6 Municipal Regional NPDES Storm Vy'ater Permit (MRP). The

project shall include Low Impact Development (LID) treatment measures, source control

,rr"ár*", (as applicable), and site design measures in compliance with Provision C3 of
the2016 MRP. For additional information, please refer to the MRP and the C.3

Stormwater Handbook available on-line:

2016 Municipal Regional NPDES Storm'Water Permit (MRP) http://www.scvurppp-

w2k.com/npdes permit.shtml

C.3 Stormwater Handbook (2016)

http ://www. scvurppp-w2k.com/c3-handbook. shtml

21. * Enter into an Operations and Maintenance Agreement for Stormwater Quality
Improvements with the County per Section Cll.5-23 of the County Ordinance Code.

22. * Indicate on the improvement plans the land area that will be disturbed. If one acre or

more of land area will be disturbed, file a Notice of Intent (NOÐ with the State Water

Resources Control Board (SWRCB) for coverage under the State General Construction
permit. The SWRCB will issue a V/aste Discharge Identification Number (V/DID No.)

File No. 2250-17 A-|7DR-17 G

ZoningAdministration Hearing lli4ay 4, 2017
Page 4 of 9



The WDID No. shall be shown on the final improvement plans. Additional information

can be found at the SWRCB website at:

https://www.waterboards.ca. gov/water issues/pro grarns/#runoff

23. * Submit one copy of the geotechnical report for the improvements, prepared by a

registered civil engin."r, Ã required by the Santa Clara County Ordinance Code, to Land

Development Engineering.

24. * Submit a plan review letter by the Project Geotechnical Engineer certifying that the

geotechnicul irr.r", identified in the above geotechnical report have been mitigated on the

i-rnprou"-.nt plan. This letter shall be submitted to and reviewed by Land Development

Engineering.

25. * All new utilities, mains and services to residences shall be placed underground and

extended to serve the proposed development. All extensions shall be included in the

improvement plans rrrUnritt.¿ to the Land Development Engineering Section for review.

OfÌ-site workihould be coordinated with any other undergrounding to serve other

properties in the immediate area.

26. ** Construct all of the aforementioned improvements. Construction staking is required

and shall be the responsibility of the developer.

GEOLOGY

For more information regarding the following conditions, contact Jim Baker at 408-299-5774 or

Jim.Baker@pln. scc gov.ors.

27. * &, *** Submit a Plan Review Letter that confirms the plans conform with the intent of

the recommendations presented in the approved report'

28. ** & :F{.*({. Submit a Construction Observations Letter that verifies the work was

competed in accordance with the approved plans'

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH

For more information regarding the following conditions, contact Rich Owens at 408-918-1979

or Richard. Owens@,cep. scc gov. org.

29. Aconstruction installation permit for the storage and conveyance ofhazardous

substances and chemicals will be needed from the contractor who will perform the work

on the installation of the hazardous materials system(s) (e.g. storage aleas' tanks, piping,

etc.) to comply with Santa ClaraCounty Hazardous Materials Storage Ordinance

(HMSO).

30. During construction, allhazardous materials stored & used on site by the contractor (e.g.

compÃssed gases, fuels, generators, propane, batteries, hazardous wastes, etc.) must be

ideniified Ñ submitted on aRazarlous Materials clearance Form along with obtaining

a Temporary Hazardous Materials Storage Permit (refer to Cover Sheet, General

File No. 2250-17 A-I7DR.'17 G
ZoningAdministration Hearing iH4ay 4, 2017
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Construction Specifications - Air Quality Landscaping & Erosion Control Note 18,

BMp-l Standaid BMP Notes2,3,4). Visit www.ehinfo.ore/hazmat for guidance.

31. provide a chemical safety data sheet (MSDS, SDS) for the (non-toxic) soil stabilizer.

32.1f any concrete slabs are used as secondary containment for hazardous substances or

chemicals in tanks or containers, then concrete must be coated with a chemically resistant

coating (refer to Geotechnical Investigation Report for the Lehigh V/ater Treatment

Building section 6.4 - Concrete Slabs). If not done by the grading contractor, this will

need to be done by the contractor who later installs the hazardous substances/chemical

storage system(s).

33. If the contractor who installs the hazardous materials storage system(s) is different than

the grading contractor, then they will also need to submit required documentation

identified in#29 above.

34. provide chemical safety data sheets (MSDS, SDS) for any chemicals or substances

used/stored in the hydrôgen peroxide containment area, odor control system, nutrient

containment area, b-io Ua-ctwãsfr tank, brine tank, mobile lab trailer, & transformer (refer

to Drawing s C-2, 10-AS l, 10-AS3)

35. All liquids (chemicals, process liquids) that are hazardous shall be stored in product-tight

vessels (containers, tanÈs) within chemically compatible, properly-sized secondary

containment that can be properly monitored (visually, or electronically). Piping that

conveys hazardous liquiàs fiom storage vessels to process introductory points shall also

be secondarily contained and monitorèd. Systems (tanks, piping) shall be constructed to

also allow port-tr*rportation installation integrity testing (hydrostatic, vacuum, or

pressure) to achieve project sign-off.

36. plan check guidance and applications for the permanent installation of the hazardous

materials systems at the water treatment facility can be obtained by visiting

www. ehinfo. or g/hazmat.

FIRE MARSHAL'S OFFICE

For more information regarding the following conditions, contact Mac Bala at 408-299-5763 ot

Mac.Bala@pln. scc gov. org.

GENERAL:

37. The scope of this review is for fire protection water supply and fire department access

only. An additional review for further compliance with the California Fire and Building

Code will be performed by this offrce when a complete set of construction drawings is

submitted for building permit application

3g. A written construction site safety plan per CFMO C7 shall be submitted along with the

Building Permit set for review uttd upp.oual. Building Permit approval will be based on

File No. 2250-17 A-I7DF.'17 G

ZoningAdministration Hearing trl4ay 4, 2017
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the completeness of the construction site safety plan. DO NOT SUBMIT CAL OSHA

DOCUMENTS.

FIRE PROTECTION WATER SUPPLY:

IMpORTANT: Fire protection water system shall be maintained in good working order and

accessible throughout construction. A Stop-Work order may be placed on the project if the

required hydrant systems are not installed, accessible, and/or functioning'

39. Minimum fire-flow for this facility'structure shall be 1,875 gallons per minute at 20 psi

for 2 hours. (Note the fireflow is the reduced flow based on table 8105.2).

40. Standard hydrant(s) shall be provided within 400-ft. of all portions of the structure. The

number of hydrants shall be ãetermined by Table Cl02.l and the number needed to meet

the distance requirement. Hydrant placement shall be approved by this office.

41. Atthe time of plan submittal for building permit, provide written verification from the

water company that these condition can be satisfred'

42. Aseparate permit shall be obtained from the Fire Marshal's Office by a state licensed

contiactor prior to installation of hydrant system and any listed fire pump. Please allow

for a minimum of 30 days for plan review.

FIRE SPRINKLERS:

43.Thebuilding shall be equipped with an approved automatic fire sprinkler system

complyingwithNFPA 13.

44. Thefire sprinkler system shall be installed and finaled by this officg prior to occupancy.

A separate permit strall be obtained from the Fire Marshal's Office by a state licensed C-

16 contractor prior to installation. Please allow for a minimum of 30 days for plan

review of fire sPrinkler Plans.

FIRE DEPARTMENT ACCESS

IMPORTANT: All required access roads, driveways, turnarounds, and turnouts shall be

installed, and serviceaùle prior to approval of the foundation and shall be maintained throughout

construction. A Stop-Woit order mãy be placed on the project if required driving surfaces are

not installed, accessible, and/or maintained.

45. These are minimum Fire Marshal standards. Should these standards conflict with any

other local, state or federal requirement, the most restrictive shall apply. Construction of

access roads and driveways shall use good engineering practice.

46. See CFMO-C7 for minimum requirements for access roads/driveways during

construction.
4T.Firedepartment Access Roads shall be provided within 150-ft. of all exterior portions of

all struðtures. Access roads shall comply with the following:

File No. 2250-17 A-I7DP.-17 G
ZoningAdministration Hearing lll{.ay 4, 2017
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a. Width: Clear width of drivable surface of 20-ft.

b. Vertical Clearance: 15-ft.

c. Inside Curve Radius: 42'ft..

d. Grade: Maximum grade shall not exceed 1,60/u

h.

e

f,

g.

Surface: All driving surfaces shall be all-weather and capable of sustaining

75,000 pound gross vehicle weight.

Gates: Gates shall not obstruct the required width or vertical clearance of the

driveway, andmay require a Fire Department Lock BoxiGate Switch to allow

for fire department access. Installation shall comply with cFMo-A3.

Dead-end Roads: Dead-end roads in excess of 150-ft. in length shall be

provided with an approved turnaround meeting County Standard SD-16.

Àcceptable turnarounds shall be 40 ft. by 48 ft. pad, hammerhead, or bulb of 32

ft. radius complying with County Standard SD-l6. All turnarounds shall have a

slope of not more than 5o/o in any direction'

All fire apparatus access roads meeting the minimum width shall have

p.t-un.ni "no parking fire lane" signs located so that all access roads are

ãlearly identifiód and the required clearance maintained as pef CFC 503.3.

MISCELLANEOUS:

48, Property is located within the Santa Clara County Fire Department response area.

MAINTENANCE:

49. Fire protection water systems and equipment shall be accessible and maintained in

op"råbl" condition at all times, and shall be replaced or repaired where defective. Fire

protection water shall be made available to the fire department.

50. Fire department access roads, driveways, turnouts, and turnarounds shall be maintained

free and clear and accessible at all times for fire department use. Gates shall be

maintained in good working order, and shall remain in compliance with Fire Marshal

Standard CFMO-A3 at all times.

SANTA CLARA VALLEY WATER DISTRICT

For more information regarding the following conditions, contact Usha Chatwani at

408 -63 0 -273 1 or uchatwani@,valleywater. org.

51. A Santa Clara Valley 'water District permit is not required.

File No. 2250-17 A-I7DP.'17 G
ZoningAdministration Hearing May 4, 2017
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52. This project will not modifu or use a District facility or easement, however, Permanente

Creek is located on or next to the site.

53. The site may be subject to flooding in the event of a lYo or 100 year flood. For more

informationplease ðontact 408-265-2607, or contact the County's flood plain

administrator

54. District records indicate the site contains 1 well(s). Any abandoned wells, or wells that

are no longer in use, must be properly destroyed. Any wells in use that will be impacted

by projectãctivities must be protected. As required by District Ordinance 90-1, an

uppii"ätiott must be fi1ed with the District for a permit to construct or destroy any well or

tå'¿riff any exploratory holes deeper than 45 feet. Contact the District's V/ells and Water

Measurement Unit at 408-630-2660, for more information'

55. per FEMA Firm Panel06085C0204H, the site is located in flood zoneD, areas in which

flood hazards are undetermined, but possible.

File No. 2250-17 A-I7DF.-17 G
ZoningAdministration Hearing ll[.ay 4, 2017
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Viewshed Visibil¡ty
of Leh¡gh's Proposed

Water Treatment Plant
Santa Clara County Planning Office

April}OLT



Methodology

o Google Earth Pro used

o Created two models of the Water Treatment Plant

with differing heights: 30' and 1000'

o Created a point in space at the location of the
Northwest Corner of the 30' tall Treatment Plant at
the roofline

o Google Earth Pro Viewshed tool was used at this
Corner

o Vis¡b¡lity furthe r analyzed from multiple locations



Methodology (cont.)

. Locations were searched for and chosen based on

maximizing visibility of the Water Treatment Plant

o "standing height" is eye elevation at 6-7 feet above
ground level

. L000'tall model used to help orient and point the
camera perspective towards the actual location of
the Treatment Plant

o Plant model colored red for analytical purposes

only-the structure is not proposed to be pa¡nted

red
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Analysis

o Plant visible from standing height at only one
location from the five samPles

. Plant visible when standing on rooftop of 40'+ tall
structur€, but not visible when standing next to
sa id structu re



To: santa clara county Planning & Zoning Administration

From: cathy Helgerson - cAP- Citizens Against Pollution

Subject: Lehigh Southwest Cement and Quarry Treatment Plant Application and

lnformation - Cathy Helgerson - Comments

Environmental lnformation Form - Project Application or Representative

Name: Lehigh Southwest Cement Company - Representative - Sam Barket

1. Address - 24001 Stevens Creek Boulevard, cupertino, ca. 95014

2. Describe
Projection

the project - (i.e., what will be constructed? Proposed use?

objectives?): Lehiehs Resoonse - A orocess wate r treatment fa cilitv is

tn I tr nt es nc w

ct DES ilo h r rf ite

Comment- The answer to this item on the application is not complete very l¡ttle

information is submitted no mention of the items of pollution and the

chemicats that will treat this pollution. There are very specific types of

treatment for Selenium which is a poison and must be treated in a certain way

this must be looked at and mentioned. The other pollutants are also as

important and the public wants specifics.Dyan Whyte at the State Regional

Water Quality Department has mentioned that she will check on this and let me

know. The public needs all of the information and they also need to know how

will future testing be conducted to make sure the public is protected and who

will do the testing and provide information to all concerned'

3. ls the project part of a master plan, or a phase of a larger project? Lehigh

stated Yes lf lre-t describe the project's situation/role in the master plan or

larger project (e.g. project is phase 2 or 4, brief description of what each phase

entai¡5¡. Lehigh's response - The process water treatment facilitv is Þart of an

tn dif a rm

he ite lia he NP it

comþo nents of the roiect includ e wate r sto ra se reservoirs . conveva nce DUnOs,

and sitewide conveVance PIPlng.

Comment - Lehigh has not broken this description of the proiect part of a

master plan, or a phase of a larger project must be described in detail no

mention specifically of phase 2 or 4 as requested on their application' Their

answer is not complete and needs to be drawn out in detail in order to submit

this application.

e

r

Attachment D



4. Where on site will project construction and activities occur (describe and

show on site plan construction footprint and staging areas)? Lehieh's esoonse-

mênt olant wil be constructe on an existins sto ra peThe oroces s water treat
as he e

Comment - There has been no ment¡on of any soil samples taken from the

propose treatment plant site prior to any removal of any so¡l th¡s needs to be

part of the application and it is not. The construct¡on w¡ll be on shaky ground

and even if the soil is replaced there is a strong possibility that the ground will

be subiected to earth quakes and shifting ground. There is a steep drop of 100

ft. that could cause a serious life hazard for the persons working in the

treatment plant this needs to be addressed. There is more said on this topic in

the Geological Report but this information needs to be added to the application

in order to comply with the application. The storage yard is full of old metal

and rusted out equipment and has been used as a dumping ground this needs to

be addressed because it has probably been adding to the soil and water

pollution from Lehigh.

5. Site project area information

(a) Parcel size (acres or square feet): Lehigh's Response - 159'42 AC

comment: No mention of square feet here it is mentioned in B

(b) Describe all buildings (existing and proposed) associated with the

Lehish's resDonse - Exis ins Motor Stora e Buildine - st ores used

c

proposed use:
motor 4.576 so. ft heipht 20'8 ridse

Comment: Will this buil.ding be destroyed if so no ment¡on here why not? ls

there any pollution associated with this building and how will the removal of

the building be handled? tf the building is to be kept how will it be renovated

or cleaned?

nL nd wil n n a

Comment: lwonder should there not be some parking and road near the

building just in case there is a fire safety issue involved the Fire Department

will need to be able to pull up near the building to put out a fire' The

employees should also have to have a place to park their cars why is Lehigh

leaving this all out?

(e) lndicate total area (sq. ft) of buildings, driveways, patios, walkways and

other impervious surfaces: Lehieh's Response - 1L,386 sq. ft.



Comment: There is no clear picture here of the 11,386 sq. ft. in (c & dl they

state there will be no designated parking area number of parking spaces N/A

what is going on here this needs to be addressed'

(f) Describe any other outdoor areas dedicated to activities of the proposed use

(e.g.sales, storage, animal confinement, etc). lnclude land area (sq' feet or

acres)
oeroxi

hi he nme ro

e and nutrien chemical use in treatment orocess. and o utdoor

rea ss m men e

Comment: The public needs to know what other chemicals are to be used at the

treatment plant to treat the pollution and what is a nutrient chemical? Storing

of any chemical outside is a hazard we need to know what the Fire Department

is doing to list the hazards at the treatment plant this is important. lt is very

important that the public know what chemicals are used at the proposed

treatment plant to treat the pollution a tist should be added to the application.

(g) lndicate total area (sq. feet or acres) of vacant or undeveloped land, and land

not devoted to the ProPosed use : Lehish's Res Donse - N/A

Comment: lam not very sure that there is no land around the proposed site

that should be looked at as being disturbed in some way and how will this land

be maintained? Undeveloped land is and can be a hazard especially during the

dry season there needs to be some considerations for upkeep because grasses

can grow around the Treatment plant which can cause a fire hazard. Stat¡ng N/A

is not acceptable and th¡s needs to be looked ¡nto because Lehigh is not

maintaining a clean environment overall anyone touring the grounds can see

what a lack of overall upkeep is missing.

6. Will grading (cut a ndlor f ill) be required as part of the project? Lehish's

Response - yes - lf yes, a licensed civil engineer or land surveyor must complete

the following information. lf no proceed to question 7. There is a breakdown of

the excavation I did not list it. They noted 1: 3,292 CY of existing soil needs to

be over excavated, and replaced/recompacted'

comment: Lehigh answered this question with a ves but they did not have a

civil engineer or land surveyor complete this portion it is not certain there

needs to be some sort of sign off in order to make it legal'My question why

does the soil need to be over excavated? The ground/soil at this site is sandy

and it will take a certain process to make it suitable of any such treatment

building to be erected. This site is not safe again with a 100 FT' drop next to

the building and the earth quake possibility it should not be built and lam

against it.



(a) lf volume of cut exceeds fill, where will excess soil be disposed? Lehish's

aterial will be taken to t he olant's Ea st Mate ria I S to re seRespon se - Excess

Area, nd reused o n-siteas nee ed. (b) Lehi sh's ResDons e - No

Comment: The excess material should not be taken to the plant's East Mater¡al

storage Area because there could be a mix up of old soil and new taken to the

East Mater¡al Storage Area which would definitely cause more pollution. How

can anyone determine that the old soil from the site will not be carried over to

the EMSA please do not let this happen because lam very sure that the soil is

contaminated from the pollution from the Lehigh Cement Plant. The dust is

every place on the Lehigh grounds and the soil is highly contaminated with

Mercury, Selenium, Lead and more if at all the old soil needs to be trucked out

and delivered to an authorized site for disposal. lam not sure about a retaining

wall of any kind except to contain the noise that the treatment plant will be

e m itting.

7. Lehigh's - ResPonse- No

g, This item just wants to know about the personnel who will be working at the

site 1-2 plant operators. Number of employees 4

Comment: Lehigh should mention the hours of operation and if there are any

restrictions on days and times they can operate. The treatment plant should

not be making any noise especially at night and this should be look at and

considered especially after all of the problems they are already having with

noise at the Cement Plant.

9. lndicate the water source serving the proposed use, lnclude providers name if

's Resoonse - Onsite ceme t olant water with suoolv ervtceapplicable Lehieh
fro m itv of Cuoe rtino

Comment: The City of Cupertino will supply a great deal of water to this plant

and this will be a problem with the new coming drought and the water

shortages. The tehigh Treatment Plant will use to much water to treat the

polluted water the community cannot r¡sk the lack of water due to this plant.

This Lehigh waste water Treatment plant will pollute the Permanente creek

with this chemically treated water which will end up finally in our aquifer and

out to the bay polluting the sF Bay Area. lam totally against this Lehigh water

Waste Treatment Plant. There is no need for this plant the water should be

trucked off of the site and disposed of maybe at the San Jose Treatment Plant

as an alternative. The San Jose Water and the California Water Company treat

the aquifer water that is pulled up through the city of cupertino wells and

their wells. We the public cannot allow this treated water from Lehigh get into



the aquifer below the Silicon Valley and then have it treated again by the San

Jose Water Company and the california water company.The most important
point here is that we do not need a new tehigh Treatment Plant and it should

not be built. The permanente Creek should be allowed to flow without any

pollution or chemically treated water in it so my recommendation is to close

down the Lehigh Cement Plant and Quarry by not renewing their permit. lf the

cement plant is allowed to continue there will be more air, water and soil

pollution we the people cannot allow this to happen it will be a total disaster.

10. lf there are existing wells on the property- Lehigh's Response - There are no

portable water wells on the s¡te.

Comment: Lehigh Southwest Cement and Quarry has wells on the site how close

they are to the proposed Lehigh Treatment Facility lam not sure of and lhope

that SCC and the State Regional Water Control Department will look into th¡s.

There sure could be some contamination from abandoned wells that have not

been closed down properly so we want to make sure that there is no problem. I

wonder why Lehigh d¡d not mention wells in general instead they just stated no

portable water wells on site. They did not answer the question and iust tw¡sted

it around to portable wells this needs to be looked at'

tt
to

What is the distance to the nearest water line? Lehieh' Resoonse - L 00 feet

fi re suooresslon ater line for moto r sto ra e line

Comment: There will need to be a closer line in case of a fire and it needs to be

also accessible to the Fire Department. There needs to be an area that the Fire

Truck can pull up to and park in the parking lot especially with the chemicals at

the site that could cause a fire.

12.lndicate the method of sewage disposal for the proposed use' lnclude sewer

district name if aPPlicable. Lehish 's ResDonse - Facilitv will ot have a re troom

ts r ce ct rd ns

drains ill return to oo nd 11 for retre atment.

comment: lam really amazed that there will not be restroom or sewage

disposal at the Lehigh Treatment Plant seems th¡s is really an inconvenience to

the employees that are working at the Treatment Plant I have to wonder what

OSHA Mining and Tunneling would have to say about all of that it would be

something that santa clara county sure needs to look into. lam also amazed

with Lehigh who tells everyone they really care about the employees that work

for them so why are they not putting in a bathroom?

13. lf a septic system is being proposed, have percolation tests been done?



lf yes, who conducted the tests and what were the results?

N/A

Lehieh's R esoonse -

Lehish's Rpsoonse - not ves or n hlank whv i that?

Comment: Lehigh should have put a NO in the Yes and NO area' lthink if they

are going to put ¡n a bathroom with a septic system than there needs to be

some testing done under the ground before they can do that. lknow this

sounds dirty but guys will go outs¡de to to to the bathroom instead of walking

to the nearest bathroom I don't think we want that to happen.

ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING:

1. Describe the natural characteristics (e.8., topography, vegetation, drainage,

soil stability habitat, etc.) on the project site. Lehigh's Response - The water

tn te V ti us

ildine site is divided bv an existins app roximatelv 2 1 slooesto ra s e va rd. The b

foot droo. E istine soils are siltv sand, a nd the site has sþarsewith a

xl 7 h ro u
e her r

and east edses of the Proiect site.

Comment: tam confused it states that the Lehigh Treatment plant will be

constructed on a leveled pad that is currently used as a storage yard this I

assume is a dirt pad please mention that. lwill ment¡on again lam very

concerned about the pollution in the soil and lwould not want any of that soil

to be brought over to the East Mater¡al Storage Area' lwonder how far down

does the silty soil go down there is nothing in the paperwork that tells us why

is that? lam concerned about any propping up of the building with concrete

massive blocks to support the building and keep it from falling over into the

100 ft. drops and 9 ft. drop. lwill mention here that we need to be looking at

the great possibility of an earth quake the san Andres Fault line and other

Fault lines are very close to this building and to the Lehigh southwest cement

and Quarry which is a very great problem. we must also look at the possibility

that Lehigh will want to mine a new quarry because they are running out of

Limestone we must not let this happen. The new mine will be very close to the

permanente creek and to the 5an Andres Fault line and other Fault lines I

betieve it will trigger the next maior earth quake in california. This information

should be considered by the Zoning Administration and the Santa Clara County

Board in making any decision to allow for this Lehigh Treatment plant to be

built.



2. Describe the existing land uses on the project site. Lehigh's Response -The

xts ct d mt

n th n

s ur

Comment: I have viewed the pictures of the proposed site and the storage yard

it is a disgrace a dumping ground for old rusted out equipment that is releasing

pollution to the ground and the ground water same on Lehigh' lsuppose a

company can dump anything they want on their own property this should not be

especially with the Permanente creek right nearby much of the pollution

probably went into the Permanent creek and our ground water.

3. Describe the
re I atio n to the

existing uses adjacent to the project site (note location in

project site) Lehie h's Respo nse - The roiect sit e rs surrou nded

nd la an ac h rr e

uses.

comment: The proposed tehigh waste Pollution Treatment plant is and will be

subject to the pollution coming from the Lehigh cement Plant and Quarry it will

enter and pollute the site and the Ventilation Systems thus harming the people

in the building. lt has been going on 90 years of the operation that tehigh

Southwest Cement Plant continues to pollute the Air, Water and Soil on their

property and in the Silicon Valley. The property is full of pollution old buildings

no longer in use and the only thing that they seem to hold is a place for the

birds to nest. The ventilation systems are full of dust and pollution no one

seems to care the agencies will not do anything about this problem and the

workers suffer as well as the community'

4. Are there any known technical reports that evaluate the property or the

proposed project (e.g., geologic, biological, archaeological, environmental

impact rePorts, etc.)? lndicate which reports will be submitted with this

's Resoonse - A seotechnic al reoort has be en comple ted forapplication: Lehieh
the oroiect site a n cl is beins s bmitted wit h this aoolic ation

Comment: ldo not see an EIR with this application nor any indication that

there is and EIR Report there needs to be one it is very important that there is

one. The geotechnical report is not enough lwill review and comment on that

report.

ENVIRONMENTAT ASPECTS OF THE PROJECT -

7. Geology: (a) Are there any known geologic h azards on the site or in

immediate area. (e.g., earthquake faults, landslides, subsidence, steep
the
slopes



's Resoonse - Y es if ves descri be: The oroiect si te is withi n 0.2 kmetc.)? Lehish
re ec rcarr

Comment: We must not forget that the San Andres Fault is also nearby and so

are other Faults putt¡ng this treatment plant in is a big mistake and along with

the possibility of a new pit being mined it probably will cause the next major

earth quake in California. The public needs to be made aware of the dangers.

and they need to have a voice in this matter my solution is do not build a

Lehigh Waste Water Treatment Plant. I propose not giving them the permit and

denying their apptication in order to protect the public from any further

pollution via the treatment used to treat the pollutant and the pollutants

themselves. lhave mentioned many times in my Gomment to the universe that

Lehigh Southwest Cement and Quarry and the Stevens Creek Quarry should be

shut down completely and a Super Fund Site should be required in order to

clean up the terrible pollution. The Permanente creek could someday run clean

and fish could actually swim in the creek the land could be turned into a State

or Federal Park and the air, water and soil would now be clean. lhave a dream

and so should all of us please make it come true. The levels set to treat the

pollution do not completely clean up the water released into the Permanente

Creek. The pollution is still in the water just at a lower level they is no mention

of the cumulative effect and this water goes down into the aquifer and is pulled

up by the San Jose Water Company, California Water Service Company and

maybe other. The water now at [ehigh Cement, the Quarry and the ponds can

be treated by the portable units for now or it can be also trucked out of the

area for treatment maybe at the San Jose Water Treatment Plant that is already

available. San Jose Water and the California Water Company also treat the

aquifer water and so if the tehig,h Waste Water Treatment Plant ¡s treat¡ng

[ehigh water and it is going into the aquifer via the Permanente Creek it could

be treated twice this is a problem and should be looked at. The Lehigh waste

Water Treatment Plant water being released into the Permanente Creek could

also damage the SF Bay area water and this should not be allowed'

(b) Will construction occur on slopes greater than IO% cut %? Lehish R soonded

- Yes. lf yes , indicate percent of slope: 5o% cuT Yo; and describe how

erosion/siltation will be prevented? Lehish R esnonded - T hp slooe in the middle

xts wil iil b d r

Surface material is mostlv exposed rock'

Comment: [ehigh,s Response is üazy fiber rolls and that the surface of the land

is mostly exposed rock how can that be they talk of taking soil out and

replacing it with another soil what is going on? The answer given is not clear

and the process of the fiber rolls is not clear what again is going on? Lehigh

2 il



seems to feel they can throw any old th¡ng on the paper and no once will

question them well I am questioning them right now. There should be a solid

foundation for any project building and building this one up with who knows

what'is dangerous and foolish please don't allow Lehigh to do this'

2. Trees: No ResPonse from Lehigh

Comment: This area was not responded to lwas told by Santa Clara County that

the site has no trees lam not sure can someone check?

3.Aericulture: A through F Lehigh answered No

4. Drainage/Flooding/Riparian: Lehigh answered No - comment I am not sure can

someone check?

5. Transportation: Lehigh's Response is that one person hired shall make 2 trips

a day to the Treatment Plant their regular weekday commute and that there is

no traffic congestion.

Comment: Cathy Helgerson has no comment

6. Safety Health:

(al To your knowledge, do potentialty hazardous materials exist on either this

site or nearbY ProPertY? (e.g., fuels, chemicals, industrial residue, etc') lf yes'

describe: R rea he di hl

citric acid, anti-scalant'hvdrosen peroxide

Comment: This answer speaks of more chemicals used to clean the polluted

waste water which means more chemicals going into the Permanente Creek and

our aquifer. we must remember that the Lehigh waste water Treatment plant

is not cleaning the water down to 0 pollution no only to what the regulations

feel is necessary this should not be allowed and the public must object' lf the

water cannot be completely cleaned than it should not be allowed to flow down

the Permanente Creek to our aquifer and to the SF Bay area' lam extremely

concerned overall how all of the water in the silicon valley and the sF Bay Area

is really beihg treated and lsure hope someone will look into th¡s matter' This

should be a matter for the EPA Region 9 and the state Regional water Resource

Department we the public need answers and want them soon.

(b) Willthe project require the use, storage or disposal of hazardous material

such as toxic substances, flammables, or explosives (e.g diesel generator),

underground storage of chemicals)? Lehigh's Response - Yes lf Yes' describe:

c it n he



B e erxlc or e

do e at al cf

Comment: Lehigh responded to the question ves but did not state what

California Building Code and what Fire Code they need to give numbers' lam

very concerned about is Safety and Health hazard especially because of the two

condo complexes that are right down the road from the tehigh cement Plant

and euarry. There are also many individual homes down the road as well and

all of them could be threatened by a fire or chemical spill with serious

consequences. There have been fires at the Lehigh property one costing over

S2O0,OO0 dotlars so it is very possible that there can be more' lf there was to

be a fire or a spill then people would have to be evacuated. The EPA Region 9

has made Lehigh provide the local Fire Department with Haz Mat suits because

the feel that it is necessary to have them available in case there is a problem' I

would like the public to know what a Safety/Health hazard Lehigh Southwest

Cement and euarry is and that adding this Treatment Plant will create even

more of a hazard to the Public.

7. Air/Noise:

(a) Describe the types (and numbers) of construction equipment that will be used

during project construction? (e.g.grader, backhoe, pile driver, jackhammer)'

Res ns d to

backho es for sradin and cranes for buildins e ection and e uioment olac ement

comment: There will be a great deal of noise and dust pollution during the

construction of this project and will not benefit anyone living nearby. lwould

like to add here that no one has mentioned the noise coming from the Lehigh

wastewater Treatment Plant if ¡t is allowed to be built and there will be noise.

There is also a problem right now with other noise at the Lehigh Cement Plant

that has not been contained and is a nuisance santa clara county and the city

of Cupertino are working on that matter and it still has not been resolved. The

public is very t¡red of all of the problems at the Lehigh southwest cement and

Quarry and adding a Treatment Plant will only make things much worse and I

am against ¡t.

(b) Will the ongoing operation of the proposed use generate dust, smoke, fumes'

odors, or noise (such as outdoor amplified noise or industrial activity)? Lehigh's

Resoo se No

Serious Comment: Lehigh is not telling the truth there will be all of the above

especially noise how can this treatment plant operate without noise do they

really want us to believe this unreal. The process of cleaning water has to make

V



noise cleaning and moving the water around unless he plant is enclosed in a

sound proof building and lthink that is not happening. There will also be odors

chemicals have odors and they will probably have an exhaust system HVac

System releasing the fumes from the building. The ventilation air system must

vent to the outside and it could contain dust, smoke or fumes we are dealing

with pollution and it will be coming out of the building into the air as well as in

the water. The equipment in the process will have to be powered by something

ldo not see what the building is using for power can anyone tell me? tehigh

will need to be more specific about this process'

8. Aesthetic: (a) Does the property contain natural features of scenic value or

rare or unique characteristics (e.g,, rock outcropping, mature trees)? lf yes,

describe Lehigh's ResPonse - No

comment: I have not visited the site I am not allowed so I am not sure if there

are any trees that will be affected by the treatment plant project' lam

concerned that if there are any wildlife that reside at this location that they

not be harmed can anyone check this out?

(b) Will construction occur at or near a ridgeline or hilltop Lehigh's Response Yes

Comment: lam confused ldo not understand Lehigh's Response how can this

building be near a ridgeline or hilltop show a picture of th¡s for the public to

view. lt would seem that the 100 ft. drop as mentioned prior would mean that

this project is on a hilltop but ¡t is still not clear a picture needs to be taken

for the public to see exactly what it is.

new landscaPing, light(c) Will the project include visual impact mitigation (e'g'

ref lectivity value of exterior surf aces less tha n 45, etc.)? Lehish's Re soonse No

Comment: Lehigh's Response is no well lthink that could be a problem are

there lights at night if so could this also be a problem for the neighborhood

will they be exposed to this light someone needs to look into this. ldo not take

Leigh,s word for it there are condos and homes nearby that will be affected by

this.

9. Histo rica l/Archaeologica I :

Comment: lam not sure about this there could be something but someone

would need to check in the records or in the ground'

10. Habitat for endangered, threatened, or rare wildlife or plants:



(a) Does the property contain critical habitat for special-status species (e'g''

california Tiger salamander, Bay checkerspot Butterfly, Red Legged Frog)?

Lehie h's Resoon se No

Comment: There very well could be other animals that this proiect could

actually affect this should be looked into by the Fish, Game and Wildlife

Department before any project should take place' Iknow there are all kinds of

animals up at the Lehigh Property and it is really a good idea that before any

project takes place that they do not displace any of them or destroy any of

them. twant to add here that if Lehigh decides to put in a new pit and destroy

30 thousand trees and 600 acres that they would be displacing many animals

and also destroy/k¡lling them and taking away their homes this should not be

allowed to happen.The Mid Pen preserve will be in danger with all of the

animals running away from the terror of the tehigh new pit how can this be

allowed to take place. The use permit that Lehigh holds was started back in

1939 and had amendment to it but ¡t has never has been rewritten and it should

have been. There were only orchards and some farms here in the valley and no

one really cared or understood what the Cement Plant and the Quarry could do

to the valley now we do. There are homes and businesses and people living

here and we can no longer let this Lehigh Cement and Quarry continue to

pollute us to death. Lehigh employees, managers and supporters always use the

excuse that they were here first well lsay so what now we need to end this

constant disregard for human and animal life the public asks to be protected

and the Lehigh terror must end. Cupertino is growing much faster than some

people would like and the pollution from that growth with Lehigh's pollution

will be very hard to imagine. lbelieve Lehigh causes the Spare the Air Days

they do not shut down during this time and the Bay Area Air Quality

Management District will do nothing about this problem.

(b) ls the property in or adjacent to a mapped occurrence of a special-status

species as reported in the California Natural Diversity Database (CNDDB)?

Yes - Califor nia Red Leee ed Fros was fou nd in the CementLehish 's Resoonse-
Plant's Sto rmwate r P ond 9

comment: lcontinue to be worried about the california Red Legged Frog how

can Lehigh actually stop the frog or frogs from jumping into the ponds all of the

ponds whenever it feels like it can anyone tell me' The ponds are all polluted

and why are there so many of them seems like Lehigh is using them for their

personal toilet this needs to end. How can this treatment plant treat all of the

ponds at Lehigh? The pollution is in the air, water and soil the cement plant

and the quarry cannot stay open if they do not pollute it is impossible' lwill



say it aga¡n close down the Lehigh southwest cement and Quarry and never

ever tet them put ¡n another quarry or mine cement'

REDUCTION OR AVOIDANCE OF IMPACTS:

Discuss possible actions that could reduce or avoid any adverse environmental

affects raised in the previous section (Environmental Aspects of Project' use

appropriate reference numbers' Lehigh's Response Stormwater from the proiect

for re-tr atment ins tead of flo ins to Pon 9 tosite is b eins oiped to oond 11

o reve nt anv imp cts to the ed Leeeed Frop

Comment: I must add again lam concerned about the Red Legged Frog how can

anyone make sure that this endangered species will not be destroyed especially

later in the life of the frog and ponds' I suppose that the pollution in all of the

ponds seems to evade everyone completely well that ¡ust can't happen frog or

no frog if Lehigh shut their doors tomorrow the frog could go on crooking and

so could we. This is no laughing matter really but lcould not resist. lwant to

remind everyone that concerning yourselves with the frog or frogs is of course

important but so is human and animal lives the pollution is causing many

sicknesses and even death cancer is on the rise no one is immune' The tehigh

Southwest Cement and Quarry is also responsible for climate change and the

drought so please stop this terrible happening to our planet and to our

communitY.

tehigh cement Process water Treatment Plant site - Picture

Comment: lsee two Pond 11 ponds ldid not know there were two and no one

ever talked about two why is that? The Project s¡te maybe a problem also

because it can be seen from the homes not far from the Lehigh property

someone needs to look into this? Building Pad Area and upper Pad Area is also

confusing how does this work the public needs to know can anyone find out?

Building Pad Area Looking North - Picture

Comment: This is a junk yard with all kinds of rusting junk that is polluting the

ground water, ponds and the Permanente Creek Lehigh needs to be sited for

this problem.

Building Pad Area Looking East - Picture

Comment: My God what a mess junk yard Santa Clara County should have sited

Lehigh for this after all they are up at Lehigh doing inspections is it ok to leave

all of this junk out there for it to rust and contam¡nate our water'



Building pad Area Looking South - Picture

Comment: I am looking at the picture and wonder if there is a house or houses

people living near close by and near the Lehigh Wastewater Treatment Plant

can anyone tell me? There seems to be a dirt road and a shake look¡ng at the

picture on the right what is that? lwant to mention again how this area is

being used for a toilet with all of the iunk laid out on the ground this pollution

from the rusted out equipment and machine parts is a health and safety hazard

someth¡ng should have been done with it long ago. lwould like to know if there

is any Zoning or SCC Ordinances that have been broken if so Lehigh should be

held accountable. lam sure with building the Treatment plant there will be a

great deal of dust, noise and emissions coming from the trucks and later the

Treatment Plant.

Upper Pad Area Looking North - Picture

Comment: lam looking at the picture and again wonder why has Lehigh not

been a better house keeper there is a structure on the left side of the picture

what is that? lcan see the stake sticking out and part of the dome so it looks

as if the structure Lehigh wastewater Treatment Plant will be on a hill lam

really sure this is a very bad idea. lalso wonder because it is on a hill that

maybe it can be seen from the Steven Creek Blvd. and maybe from homes,

schools and businesses in the area this would not be a good idea. we have

enough from the tehigh Southwest Cement and Quarry we do not need any

more visual pollution from this Lehigh Company'

Upper Pad Area Looking East - Picture

Comment: Again rusted out machinery left to rout and decay it would take

years and maybe never this water, air and soil pollution needs to stop'

Upper Pad Area Looking West - Picture

comment: what in the world is all this iunk, why was it not carried away and

disposed of? There seems to also be some piles of rock left out in the open

back view near the trees what is this? There are many trees next to this open

space with the road leading to the mess of junk and a worker just looking at

the old rotting equipment poor guy lsuppose he will be in charge of disposing

¡t.

I have many issues about the proposed Lehigh Wastewater Treatment Plant and

lwonder.why does Santa Clara County Planning Department not have a

workshop or meeting explalnlng all of the issues before this matter is taken up



by the Zoning Administration can any one set something up? This is a very

important matter and will affect the whole Silicon Valley and the SF Bay area it
seems that Lehigh would love to push it through without a lot of trouble. lwill
not allow that to happen, the public, agencies and the press will and shall be

notified and they will be allowed to comment and protest this project. lwill be

commenting on the other items lreceived from the scc AsAP.

lhave ment¡oned many problems, solutions, and questions lwould like to see

them answered by Santa Clara County Planning Department and the other

agencies involved.

Thank you,

Cathy Helgerson - 408-253-0490 - CAP - Citizens Against Pollution



To: Santa Clara County Planning & Zoning Administration - Christopher Hoem

From: cathy Helgerson - cAP - citizens Against Pollution - comments

subject: Lehigh southwest cement and Quarry Treatment Plant Geotechnical Report

Date: November 29,2OL6

1. lntroduction

1.1 General - cal Engineering and Geology, lnc. has provided geotechnical engineering service for design

of a new metal building to be located at the Lehigh Hanson cement Company Facility (Project) in

unincorporated Santa Clara County, California. More

1.2 purpose and Scope of Service - The investigation was undertaken to assess the existing subsurface

conditions in the area of the new building pad and adjacent areas where associated improvements will

be located in order to provide geotechnical parameters for design of the foundation for the proposed

new water treatment building and associated improvements. More

2. Site and Project DescriPtions

2.1 Site Description - Summary - The project area consists of two relatively level areas that are

separated by a north-trending fill over-steepened slope with approximately 10 feet elevation difference,

with the west pad area at an elevation of approximately 800 feet above sea level and the east pad area

at an elevation of approximately 810 ft. The project site is currently utilized for equipment storage' The

project area is bordered on the south and east sides by over-steepened fills slopes with slope gradients

ranging from 2 to l- to 1to 1 (horizontalto vertical) and over 100 feet high. The west side of the project

area is adjacent to an existing metal structure. The ground surface on the north and west sides of the

project area slope gently downward toward an access road. More

comment: I am very concerned about the elevation of the proposed tehigh water Treatment Building

with over 100 feet drop slope if there was an earth quake it would take the building and the employee

or employees inside to their death. I would like to know what the metal structure is and what is inside

of the building please let the public know. What is the north'trending fill no description of what it is

and what will it be used for. The report so far does not ment¡on what dirt will be removed and what

dirt will replace that dirt this needs to be added so the public will know in the description.

2.2 projectDescription - The plan for the new water treatment plant was provided by Water Works

Engineers and shows a prefabricated building to be constructed in the central portion of the building

area, adjacent to the existing building. The southern portion of the structure will be set back from the

existing top of the slope approximately 45 Feet' More

Comment: I am concerned about the set back from the existing top of the slope approximately 45 feet

this may not be enough. The anchoring of this building will be necessary due to the type of soil used

or replaced with the slopes as they are no telling what could happen to the building and the



employees inside. The earth quake that may happen could cause also a fire and it seems that the

project is preparing for such a disaster due to the water tank of 500 gallons on site to fight a fire with'

There is no mention here as to what the chemicals and the containers of the chemicals could do to the

health and safety of the people who live around the Lehigh Southwest Cement and Quarry and the

proposed Lehigh wastewater Treatment plant. There is mention that the structure of the treatment

plant building will be made out of metal not sure why that is can anyone tell the public? This building

and the treatment plant mechanisms the wheels that make it work will surly cause a great deal of

noise and will become very irritating to the people who live around this facility.

3. Geology

3.1 Regional Setting - Description More

3.2 Site Geology - The geologic setting is shown on their map Regional Geologic lndex Map (Figure 2)

Regional geologic compilation mapping the Brabb (2000) show the site as being underlain by Santa clara

Formation lower pleistocene and upper pliocene bedrock depositionally overlaying Plio-Pleistocene age

sheared rock (Melange) to the northwest the underlying Plio-Pleistocene Santa Clara Formation

bedrock consists of non-marine sedimentary rocks, gray to red-brown gravel conglomerate, with

sandstone and mudstone, gray to buff claystone and siltstone, with gravel boulder size conglomerates of

chert, greenstone, greywacke, schist, serpentinite, and limestone in a sandy matrix according to Dibbler

(2007)

comments: I am concerned that this location maybe of a historicalvalue no one has mentioned this at

this point and there needs to be an investigation. The enormous amount of Limestone that has been

taken out over 90 years by the present euarry Pit is and should have been looked at for its historical

value again no one checked. There is mention of Limestone at the site in this Limestone is Selenium it

is all over the leh¡gh properties this should be investigated and dealt with for treatment as soon as

possible even if the building is not built. The runoff into the groundwater and the Permanente creek is

still a problem with selenium at the EMSA here is another situation and problem scc please look into

th¡s matter.

3.3 Aerial lmagery and Topographic Map Review. More

comment: I see that the information is dated new pictures and information must be acquired in order

to fully know what the conditions are involved.

3.4 Surface Fault Rupture Hazard Setting

According to Bryant and Hart (2007) and cGS (1982) the site is not located within an AlquistPriolo

Earthquake Fault Zone, as mapped by the State of California'

ln contrast, the County of Santa Clara Planning Department Geologic Hazard Zone Maps (assessed

September 2016) shows the eastern boundary of a fault hazard zone as being a short distance just west

of the site. Therefore, the project area is outside of this fault hazard zone. This fault hazard zone is



associated with the contact between Franciscan Greenstone and Santa Clara Formation rocks. An exerpt

of this map is shown on Figure 3'

Comment: I am again concerned the State of California mapped the site as part of the AlquistPriolo

Earthquake Fault Zone how can anyone disregard what the State of California has as a legal record can

anyone tell me? I think it is time to contact the state of california and get this matter resolved before

any building is done. The site is surrounded by fault lines and so is the all of the tehigh Southwest

Cement and euarry and during the mining of limestone drilling and explosions there have been many

earthquakes already but at low levels this does not mean that the new pit they would love to mine

will not cause the next major earthquake in california and the sF Bay area. This matter is very serious to

the Health and safety of atl so scc ¡n¡t¡ate and investigation.

3.5 Regional Groundwater

Groundwater was not encountered during subsurface exploration.

Comment: I am concerned there are ground water issues especialty when it rains and this should be

looked into how it flows and in what direction down to what catch all and drainage area. The

Geotechnical Report should know and investigate th¡s matter. I also want the State Regional water

Resource Department to look onto this matter all of the water issues at the Lehigh cement Plant and

euarry need to be investigated by SCC and SRWRD. There so many ponds and these ponds are there

to catch the water waste and groundwater/rainwater so please include this in your work and

investigation it is very important.

3.6 Faulting and SeismicitY

The project is located,within the greater San Francisco Bay Area which is recognized as one of the more

seismically active regions of California. The right- lateral strike-slip san Andreas Fault system controls the

northwest-southwest structural grain of the Coast Ranges and the Bay Area. The fault system marks the

major boundary between two of earth's tectonic plates, the Pacific Plate on the west and the North

American plate on the east. The pacific Plate is moving north relative to the North American plate at

approximately 40 mm/yr in the Bay Area WGCEP, 2003)'

Studies have shown that the pacific plate is slowly moving to the northwest relative t the more stable

North American plate (page, tggzl.The differential movements between the two crustal plates caused

the formation of a series of active fault systems with the transform boundary. The transform boundary

between the two plates extends across a broad zone of the North American Plate within which right

lateral strike-slip faulting predominates. ln this broad transform boundary, the San Andreas Fault

accommodates less than half of the average total relative plate motion. Much of the remainder of the

plate movement in the greater South Bay Area is distributed across the Monte Vista-Shannon, Sargent,

Hayward south, Calaveras, Zayante-Vergeles, Berrocal, and Ortigalita fault zones. The project is in the

seismically active san Francisco Bay Area, Therefore, the site will likely experience minor earthquakes

and possibly a major earthquake (moment magnitude greater than 7.0) from one or more of the nearby

active faults. The major active faults near the site, the distance from the site are summarized in Table 1'



It should be noted that the Berrocal fault is relatively close to the project site. The Santa Clara County

Fault Hazard Map indicates the project area to be just east of the Berrocalfault hazard map is shown on

Fugure3, Fault Hazard Map. Table 1 Distances to selected Major Active Faults as follows: Berrocal 0.2

km southwest, Monte vista-shann on L.2 km northeast, san Andreas 4.3 km southwest, zayante-

Vergeles 19 km southwest, Hayward (Southern segment) 24km northeast, San Gregorio 25 km

southwest, and Calaveras (Central segment) 29 km northeast'

Comment: ¡ suppose as anyone can see we are living in an explosive area for earthquakes and the

more we disregard the dangers the worse the destruction will be. The issue is not how far away the

Fault lines are but will there also be a danger of one triggering the others and causing more

destruction we must consider this as a possibility. tehigh southwest cement and Quarry has always

been a strong catalysis agent adding to possibilities of a major horrifying earth quake. I ask the public,

SCC and the agencies to look at this realistically.

4. Site lnvestigation

4.1 Site Reconnaissance and Visual Assessment

A reconnaissance of site was conducted and the site was marked for underground Service Alert (USA)

prior to subsurface exPloration.

Comment: I am not sure what they are declaring here can anyone make this clear to the public what is

an Underground Service Alert can anyone tell the public? Seems that ¡t was conducted than what

were the results, was it good or bad? What exactly are they looking for? Prior to this Site

Investigations it was noted that the area had limestone at the site and with limestone comes selenium

pollution was the site tested for that? lf in future it is tested and selenium is found what w¡ll SCC,

State Regional Water Control Board do about this and how will the site be cleaned up?

4.2 Subsurface ExPloration

Comment: I would like to ask why nothing was added here should there not been some subsurface

exploration especially with the selenium and the pollution coming from the Lehigh Cement Plant and

euarry. The dust is every place all over the Lehigh property site and the Quarry and no one seems to

care to do something about it why is that? The dust is all over the Silicon Valley and our homes it has

become impossible to keep up with cleaning the dust and it is also taking the paint off of my car. The

dust and pollution to the Air, water and Soil is causing all kinds of sicknesses including death

something has to be done to stop this from continuing'

4.2.1 Scope of Exploration - More

Comment: I am not sure what all of this probing is accomplishing because it is not stated in this

report. There is mention of test pits dug reflecting Surface Conditions at the test pit locations

consisted of soil and toose gravel again what is this all about anyway what are the tests

accomplishing? Please look at my 4.2 Comment



4.2.2Logging and SamPling - More

Comment: This portion of the report is confusing and does not really report what condition is the soil

quality good or bad for this project? I wonder does this soil need to be replaced in the Application it

talks about soil replacement what kind of soil will be needed to make sure that the Treatment Plant is

put up on sturdy ground. They stated there is soil and loose gravel than this needs to be addresses to

see what can be done.

4.2.3 Soil Conditions Encountered

Following is a summary of soils and bedrock encountered in the Test Pits'

Artificial Fill - Report stated - Artificial Fill Soil was encountered - Artificial Fill primarily consisted of

grayish brown and yellowish brown, stiff to very stiff lean sandy clay and loose to dense clayey sand'

More

Comment: ln reading the report Soil Conditions Encountered I am very concerned about the quality of

the soil and can it sustain this Treatment Plant building this must be discussed and stated in the report

this needs to be added and documented.

4.2,4 Groundwater Condition Encountered - More

comment: lt ¡s stated that there was no issue about the groundwater how do they know they did not

test anything? The tests done on the soil where during dry season so of course the report did not see

any groundwater issues up front but what about now during the wet continuing rainy period tests

need to be done. I wonder if the State Regional Water Control Board and SCC can run some test to

make sure there will be no problem going forward with this proiect.

4,3 Geotechnical Laboratory Testing - More

Comment:,1 am very concerned about the gravel and silty sand reported in the report not sure how

deep it goes and wonder if it can sustain and hold this heavy tehigh wastewater Treatment Plant the

report seem to measure it cannot'

5. Conclusions and Discussions

5.l General

Based on the results of our investigation, it is our opinion that from a geotechnical viewpoint, it is

feasible to develop the site as proposed, provided the recommendations presented in this report are

incorporated in the project design and construction. The most significant geotechnical factors to

consider at the subject site are; 1) The presence of undocumented fill soil across the building pad area;

2) Excavation difficulty in areas underlain by weathered bedrock; 3) over-steepened fill slopes adjacent

to building pad; and 4) The moisture sensitivity of the surficial soils.



These factors are discussed below. ln addition, a discussions of soil permeability is included below for

purposes of assessment of storm water infiltration on the site.

5.2 Undocumented Fill Soil- More Please Read the Report'

Comment: The information supplied is not complete will they add more soil of a differenct kind which

would hold more weight and contain rock? The paperwork states that they recommend that these

soils be subexcavated and recompacted as engineered fill. This soil has not been evaluated for any

pollution such as selenium which could be in the soil because of any limestone that may be in the

rocks and soil this needs to be done. There is also a groundwater issue the area needs to be tested to

see where rain water goes after a rain can anyone check?

5.3 Excavation Difficulty- More Please Read the Report

Comment: Statement about Sandstone bedrock was encountered and that the bedrock can be

excavated with expensive equipment I suspect this is not a good spot for this proiect' The rock or

sandstone may have limestone in it and therefore possibly have selenium in the rocks or rock this

needs to be evaluated and tested. lf there is selenium than this must be treated prior to any building

of a Lehigh wastewater Treatment plant in order to protect our groundwater. I would further say that

¡t is ¡mpossible to build any building especially a metal Lehigh Wastewater Treatment Plant at this

site. I see also that this site has never been considered for any building to be built in over 90 years

and it has only been used as a trash area for Lehigh's garbage polluting the groundwater'

The Geo Report mentions that harder material maybe encountered which would require special

excavation techniques. The report continues to add that perched ground water may be encountered

in excavations during the winter and spring months and may need to be pumped from the excavation'

The contractor should be aware of the potential to encounter shallow groundwater in the area. I am

very concerned again about the ground water and the selenium pollution possibility very large rocks

can contain selenium and maybe it has not been a problem but digging them up could cause a

problem. I would remind everyone about what happened at the EMSA lets not repeat that disaster'

5.4 Over-Steepened Fill SloPes -

There are existing fill slopes that are steeper than 2 to 1 (horizontal to vertical). Which is what is

recommended for the site soils.

Comment: I think more information needs to be added here regarding the slopes and how they will be

addressed and iust what difference they make in the project'

5.5 Moisture Sensitive Soils

soils encountered during our subsurface exploration had moisture contents generally higher than the

laboratory optimum below a depth of approximately 3 feet' Higher than optimum moisture contents

should be expected during the majority of the winter and spring in the upper 3 feet as well' From our

previous experience on sites in the vicinity with similar soil conditions, the site soils are moderately



sensitive to moisture conditions and may become unstable during grading operations, if they are

significantly higher than optimum moisture content. Avoiding grading operation during the wet season

along with limiting heavy equipment traff¡c, especially rubber-tired equipment, on the over-saturated

soils is recommended.

comment: I am again upset w¡th this project it would seem that the soil conditions are very difficult to

handle and a project at this site should not be allowed. The limiting of heavy equipment traffic should

send up a red flag to anyone with any sense or brain this project should not be allowed to go forward'

There has never been anything built on this site and I for one can see why not please do not allow this

to happen.

5.6 Soil Permeability- More please read report

comment: The Geo team stated that the permeability of the on-site was not tested they used some

other method of their own from past work I guess in the past and they were using estimates. I am not

happy with that nothing states exact ¡nformation and needs to be looked at by all concerned parties'

6. Recommendations

6.1 Site Grading - More please read report

Comment: The Geo Team stated that Site grading plan has not been developed yet why is that? They

anticipate what will be done and have stated it but it is not enough and complete please scc request

this information from Lehigh.

6.l.L Excavations - More please read report

Comment: The Geo Team stated that excavations for this site are anticipated to be 6 feet or less in

depth I am not very sure that is enough they state it could be less I would not recommend that. They

mention that shallow spread footings will be used for support of the building and for structure

support drilled piers and recommended subexcavation is not requ¡red. I am very worried about this

type of support and think that SCC should hire someone to evaluate this method to see if in fact it is

safe and the right way to go. The Geo Company was hired by Lehigh and I am concerned about what

they are saying. I also would like to ask is the building going to have a 40 ft. leeway all around the

building or just on the drop sides please let the public know? I see that if the building needs a 40 ft'

leeway that is placed in a dangerous area and could be a serious safety issue for the employees

working in the building. The issue of utility lines is also a problem and will continue to be a problem

with this project because of the rock you can read prior informat¡on. The building pad is underlain by

fill soil and it is stated that there are no records for that. The subgrade fill soil issue should be

evaluated by a representative in the field but by an outside authority contracted by SCC. There is

mention of trench excavations adjacent to existing or proposed shallow spread foundations should be

above an imaginary plane having an inclinatio n of L-t 12:1 (horizontal to vertical) extending down

from the bottom edge of the foundation. The ground at this proposed site is unstable and prone to



mo¡sture there needs to be a drainage system of some kind imposed in many areas of the foundation

and locations.

6.1.2 Subgrade Preparation - More please read the report

Comment: The Geo Report mentions when the construction schedule does not allow for air-drying,

other means such as line or cement treatment of the soil or excavation and replacement with suitable

material may be considered. Geotextile fabrics may also be used to help stab¡l¡ze the subgrade' The

method to be used should be determined at the time of construction based on the actual site

conditions. I am very concerned about again the stability of the tehigh wastewater Treatment plant

using all kinds of treatments to the soil could very well result in problems with the building and the

groundwater this must be carefully examined prior to any planned schedule to build' I will add here I

do not think this is a good place to build this building and hope this will not happen'

6.1.3 Material for Engineered Fill - More please read the report

Comment: I am not so sure what is even proposed is sufficient and SCC needs to look into this'

6.1.3 Material for Engineered Fill - More please read the report

comment: ln reading the report at this junction it is more than evident that stabilizing the site soil is

of great concern and that it would take a great deal of work to prepare the soil if one could and that

the weight of the soil is also a problem this all needs to be looked at with great scrut¡ny scc please do

so. I will ment¡on again that the groundwater contamination should be looked at here and the

possibility that there is limestone rock or limestone selenium contam¡nation which must be

addressed. I see no tests that were done to determine if there is selenium but it was stated by the

Geo Report that there is limestone in the soil ptease SCC look into this I do not think you want

problems later after this building is built. I will add here I am totally against the building of the tehigh

Wastewater Treatment plant due to all of the problems mentioned before and ask SCC not to allow

for the permit to do so.

6.1.4 Engineered Fill Placement and Compaction - More please read the report

Comment: I am fully against the recommendation by the Geo Staff that engineered fill should be

placed in horizontal lifts each not exceeding 8 inches in thickness and mechanically compacted to the

recommendations below at the recommended moisture content. The concern of shrinkage is evident

in the soil what if there is a problem here it could cause a serious issue and expensive especially if an

employee is hurt because of a building issue. lt was just released on the news of a building issue by a

contractor and a problem this happens all the time. I will add that is site is not safe and there should

not be anything built here.

6.1.5 Cut/Fill Slopes - More please read the report

Comment: ¡ am not sure any of this is safe and need SCC to hire a consultant to evaluate all of the

planes to make sure that it is safe which at this time seems impossible'



6.1,6 Utility Trench Backfill- More please read the report

comment: There seems to be a Breat concern here Pipe zone backfill seems to be a great problem and

reading the paperwork makes one feel as if this is really going to be a great problem to solve' Trench

backfill and compact soil issues could upset the building itself initially and later once it is built again I

am against this building being built.

6,1.7 Considerations for soil Moisture and seepage control - More please read the report

Comment: Geo Report states the use of Subgrade soil is there a better grade of soil that could be

used? The site is it seems very prone to moisture in so many ways and I am not so sure that whatever

is done will be enough because the building is on a hill and everything runs down into the

groundwater so there is a strong risk that the water will be contam¡nated as stated in the other

comments. tt seems that this building site is not your usual building site and it needs all kinds of help

in stability going through all this trouble is a waste this building should not be built here.

6.1.g Wet weather construction - More please read the report

Comment: I agree with Geo Report team any work should be done in the dry season I have been told

that Lehigh would like to build in October I am not so sure that would be alright SCC would have to

check on the weather conditions.

6.1.9 Erosion Control- More please read the report

Comment: I agree with this disturbing areas around the building project should be avoided' I would

like to add here that if any animals have their home on the site that they be moved to another place

and not destroyed. The need to contact the State Fish, Game and Wildlife Departments maybe

necessary to determine what animals could be effected by this building site SCC please do so'

6.2 Foundation Design Recommendations

staff Geo - stated we understand the new structure's foundation will be designed with shallow footings

We recommend the following: - More please read the report

6,2.1 Geotechnical Design Parameters - shallow Footings - More please read the report

Comment: lt is mentioned that footings will be used I feel this to be a great problem this proiect ¡s full

of very dangerous possibilities and anything that is used to brace it will be a problem not matter how

you choose to look at it. The possibility of soil shifting, moisture, drainage issues, type of rocks and

soil used that could be contain limestone and selenium are all red flags and I hope that SCC Zoning

Administration will look at all of this and do not approve the project. I see all of this work that is being

done and proposed as a total waste of money, time and work please again do not approve this

proiect.



6.2.2 Mat Foundation Design - More please read the report

Comment: I do not agree with the Total post -construction settlement of the structure is anticipated

to be less than tl2¡nch th¡s makes no real sense SCC please have someone else check this a

consultant coming in to evaluate this proiect important'

6.2.3 Seismic Design Parameters - More please read the report

Due to the proximity of the site to the numerous active fault systems which traverse the greater san

Francisco Bay Area, it is likely that the project site will be subjected to the effects of a major earthquake

during the design life of the proposed improvements. The effects are likely to consist of significant

ground accelerations. These ground type movements may cause damage to the proposed

improvements. We therefore recommend that at a minimum the structural systems for the proposed

improvements be designed in accordance with the requirements of Chapter 16 of the 2013 California

Building Code for Site Class D type soils. The California Building Code seismic design parameters for the

site are included in Table 2.

Comment: lt ¡s very evident that this project will be in danger due to Seismic issues as taken up in

prior areas of this report. I do not see how these building codes will help in any way there are just

some places in the Silicon Valley that should not be built on an this is one of them SCC please do not

approve this project. I will stress here that there need not be a Lehigh Wastewater Treatment Plant

built and that there are other alternatives that should be considered I will mention this later in

another comment paper.

6.3 Retaining Walls

Comment: What a project that needs retaining walls this should send up a red flag to SCC please do

not allow this project to move forward in any way. lf there is an earth quake and it looks most likely

the retaining walls will fall, and someone will get hurt. The possibility that Lehigh will put an

application to mine a new pit is evident and if they do this new pit mined will cause the next maior

earth quake in California here in the Silicon Valley and the SF Bay Area. I ask no I beg SCC Planning,

scc council, and the Zoning Administration not to allow this disaster to take place turn down Lehigh's

application. I am not sure what these retaining walls are for nothing in the paperwork states this

information I for one would like to request more information form the Lehigh Geo Team and SCC'

6,3.L Active soil Pressure,6.3.2 Retaining wall Foundations,6'3.3 Retaining wall Drainage - More

please read the report. Question - see above not sure what Retaining walls are for'

6.4 Concrete Slabs-On Grade - please read the report

comment: This building project is for a tehigh wastewater Treatment plant it and the other building,

and àll of the items on the site are subject to water issues. The building will be a heavy metal type and

the process of water treatment will weigh even more to the structure as a whole stabilizing this

building will be really impossible. scc must take into consideration that this building can be put some

place else with a lot less effort tehigh seems to want to destroy the area with this building and the



animals res¡d¡ng in this area are not even considered please do not let this happen. The public will

suffer with the noise and visual effects and Lehigh and SCC will have to deal with that problem in the

future. lt seems that water proofing the site is necessary why is that no one seems to tell us in this

report can SCC please let the public understand this issue.

6.5 Pavements

6.5.1 Gravel Pavements - More please read the report

Comment: lt seems that a support of 75,000 pounds for fire trucks is needed and that pavements

must be ,,all-weather". I would like to see more done with these gravel driveways issue I do not think

they will hold up and will be unsafe for all concerned. There needs to a paved road that will sustain

the fire trucks and any other vehicles that may use the road SCC please look into this matter the

safety of personnel and others is important. I st¡ll want to add I am not in favor of this building

project.

6.5.2 Asphalt Pavement - More please read the report

Comment: I am not so sure that an R-Value of 10 is enough because of the problems with the soil the

highest standard should be imposed as is regulated for our City Streets. The trucks coming down from

Lehigh via the Steven Creek Blvd. and you can see what a toll they have taken due to the weight they

need repair. The roads for the project need special care or they will be unsafe and the will not hold up

as they should SCC please review this issue with Caltrans Standard Specification but impose even

stronger requirement.

Surface Drainage - More please read the report

Comment: lt seems to me and anyone that surface drainage is very important rain coming down

creating our groundwater which is released into the Permanente Creek is the issue here how will that

be handted. The water coming from Lehigh Water Treatment Plant and the other items on the site will

be a very big challenge for all concerned nothing in the report really specifies how this will be handled

can SCC please find out we do not need any more contamination to our ground water and the

Permanente €reek.

7. Limitations - More please read the report

The statement by the Geo team regarding the evaluation or identification of the potential presence of

hazardous materials at the site was not required and is beyond the scope of this project.

Comment: I must ask someone to tell me why the potential presence of hazardous material at the site

was not required can SCC tell me why? I suspect that scc will make sure that Lehigh adheres to the

recommendations and also that the SCC hire consultants to make sure that what is in the report is

accurate and feasible.

No further comments on remaining paperwork'



To: Santa Clara county Planning Department - christopher Hoem

From: Cathy Helgerson - CAP - Citizens Against Pollution

Subject: Lehigh Water Waste Treatment Plant Project - Cathy Helgerson's comments

Fi re Protection lnformation

Lehigh southwest cement co. Process Water Treatment Plant Project

Letter from Joe Ziemann, P. E. - Water Works Engineer

To: Santa Clara County Planning Office

The following is a summary of the fire protection information for the Lehigh Southwest Cement

Company's Water Treatment Plant Project - More See letter Dated January 5,20t7

Comment: The proposed water treatment facility is 9,100 sq. ft. and is a waste water treatment plant

and should be noted as such. The proposed facility is a metal building (steel structural framing, siding,

roofing), Type VB construction. The existing adjacent motor storage building is also a metal building,

Type VB construction. These building are heavy and there are all kinds of building problems

associated wlth both not to mention the pollution on the site. The City of Cupertino will provide

water to Cement plant that has a 500,000 gallon water storage tank located approximately 1,250 ft.

from the site will be the source of fire protection water. The City witl also provide water for the tehigh

Waste Water Treatment plant this should be mentioned here and at other points in the overall

paperwork and is not. I am not sure how much water will be used from the City and during a drought

as we have had it will be a hardship for the people living in cupertino and the silicon Valley. I am sure

we do not want this Treatment plant built. The mention that they need a 500,000 gallon water

storage tank to handte a fire should send up a red flag to everyone there seems to be a great fire

hazard here and we need to understand how the chemicals stored and the treatment plant can be

subject to a serious fire issue. Lehigh has had a fire once on site that cost 5200,000 dollars so you can

see how there could be a problem. The EpA Region 9 via a violation settlement with Lehigh of a large

amount also asked them to provide the Fire Dept. with 12 hazmat suites in case anything happened

up at Lehigh so we the public are in constant danger. The chemicals on site are extremely hazard and

we the public do not want this danger so ctose to the two condo units next to the Lehigh property'

The poilution is in the Air, water and soil the dust is everywhere and this dust if full of pollution from

the Lehigh Southwest Cement and Quarry this has to end'

I would like to ask Santa Clara County, Sa4ta Clara Planning and the Zoning Administration not to

approve this application for a Lehigh Wastewater Treatment Plant.

Thanks,



To: Santa Clara County Planning & Zoning Administration - Christopher Hoem

From: Cathy Helgerson - CAP - Citizens Against Pollution - Comments

Subject: Lehigh Southwest Cement Co. Process Water Treatment Plant Project -Stormwater Treatment

Measures & Lehigh Southwest Cement Company Settlement Agreement and Stipulation for Entry of

Administration Civil Liability Order No' R2-2017-1001

This is a letter from Joe Ziermann, P.E. - Water Works Engineers to Santa Clara County Planning Office

I have read the letter and in the letter it states that discharge of stormwater from the site limited to the

treatment capacity of the Process Water Treatment Plant, which is 1,200 gpm the project is replacing

the interim treatment system with a final treatment system, with again a capacity of 1,200 gpm, as

required by the sit-specific NPDES permit.

The California Regional Water Quality Control Board has just recently issued a Settlement Agreement

and Stipulation For Entry of Administrative Civil Liability Order No. R2-2017-100L against Lehigh

Southwest Cement Company Santa Clara County discharges in violation of effluent limits and interim

effluent limits.

The Settlement Agreement Stipulated Order resolves the violations alleged herein by the imposition of

administrative civil liability against Lehigh in the amount of 5465,500.00 dollars this Settlement

Agreement should be read by Santa Clara County Planning office and the Zoning Administration. These

violations date back to the vear ZOI4 but I assure you that it has been taking place since Lehigh first

opened its doors in 1939 and continues to this day. The Settlement Agreement amount is not enough

and should have been in the very high millions of dollars but even with the payment it does not make

any difference to the company who can afford to pay it.

I am not sure about the portion of the letter that states 1,200 gpm is the stormwater discharge limit to

the processed water treatment plant how can that be because in the Attachment A of the Settlement

Agreement it states violations much higher levels of discharging water pollution. I was told by

Christopher Hoem Santa Clara County Planning Department that the 1,200 gpm stormwater discharge

limit is gallons per minute which comes out to 52 million gallons released per month 60 minutes in an

hour and 24 hr, period for (30 days per month). The Lehigh Southwest Wastewater Treatment Plant will

process a great deal of polluted water and I am very concerned about the weight of the building and the

water that will add to the weight of the building is it safe can the building sink due to all this weight? I

was also told by that issues regarding the building will be taken up when Lehigh applies for a building

permit this is not acceptable the Zoning Administration should consider this now because of the safety

issue, pollution issues, and the feasibility of allowing this Lehigh Southwest Waste Treatment Plant

application and other paperwork to pass. I believe that both Zoning Administration and the Building

Department should look at this as a whole instead of separately in order to make sure that the public is

protected,



lnformation on the California Regional Water Quality Control Board San Francisco Bay Region - Lehigh

Southwest Cement Company Santa Clara County - Settlement Agreement and Stipulation for Entry of

Administration Civil Liability - Order No' R-2-2017-tOOt

Note:The information below is part of the Settlement Paperwork I have already supplied to Christopher

Hoem for review.

Under Alleged

Violations it states:

Violation 1: Decembe r 2,2ro4 discharge in violation of cDo interim effluent limits from Discharge Points

No. 005 and 006 to permanente Creek - on December2,20]4, Lehigh violated Cease and Desist order

No R2-2014-0011 (cDo) by discharging a combined total of approximately 290,000 gallons of facility

runoff to permanente Creek with concentrations of total suspended solids (TSS) and turbidity above the

numeric interim effluent limits in the cDo. Lehigh is subject to administrative liabilities pursuant to

Water Code section 13350, subdivision (e)'

violation 2: February 7,2o:.5 discharge in violation of cDo interim effluent limit from Discharge Point

No, 005 to permanente Creek - On Februa ry 7,20!5, Lehigh violated the CDO by discharging

approximat ely 27o,20ogallons of facility runoff to Permanente creek with concentrations of settleable

matter and TSS above and TSS above the numeric interim effluent limits in the cDo. Lehigh is subject to

administrative liabilities pursuant to Water Code section 13350, subdivision (e).

violation 3: April 7, zors discharge in violation of CDo interim effluent limit from Discharge Point No.

005 to permanente creek - on April 7 ,2o!5, Lehigh violated the cDo by discharging approximately

zz!,4I}gallons of facility runoff to the permanente Creek with concentrations of settleable matter and

TSS above the numeric interim effluent limits in the CDo. Lehigh is subject to administrative liabilities

pursuant to Water Code section 13350, subdivision (e)'

Violation 4: Novembe r 2 2oti discharge in violations f cDo interim effluent limit from Discharge Point

No. 005 to permanente Creek - On November 2,2OL5, Lehigh violated the CDO by discharging

approximately 194,000 gallons of facility runoff to Permanente creek with concentrations of settleable

matter. TSS, and turbidity above the numeric interim effluent limits in the CDO, Lehigh is subject to

administrative liabilities pursuant to Water Code section 13350, subdivision (e).

Violation 5: Novembe r 9,2oLS discharge in violation of cDo interim effluent limit from Discharge Point

No. 005 to permanente Creek - On November 9, 2015 Lehigh violated the CDO by discharging

approximately 2g,300 gallons of facility runoff to Permanente Creek with concentrations of turbidity

above the numeric interim effluent limits in the CDo, Lehigh is subject to administrative liability

pursuant to Water Code section 13350, subdivision (e)'

violation 6: December 3, 20L5 discharge in violation of CDo interim effluent limit from Discharge Point

No. 005 to permanente Creek - On December 3, 2015, Lehigh violated the CDO by discharging

approximately 27,800 gallons of facility runoff to Permanente Creek with concentrations of TSS and



turbidity above the numeric interim effluent limits in the CDO. Lehigh is subject to administrative

liabilities pursuant to water code section 13350, subdivision (e).

Violation 7: December 13, 2015 discharge in violation of CDO interim effluent limit from Discharge Point

No. 005 to permanente Creek - On December 13, 20L5, Lehigh violated the CDO by discharging

approximately 52,200 gallons of facility runoff to Permanente Creek with concentrations of turbidity

above the numeric interim effluent limits in the CDO. Lehigh is subject to administrative liabilities

pursuant to Water Code section 13350, subdivision (e).

Violation g: Decembe r L9,2oL5 discharge is violation of CDo interim effluent limit from Discharge Point

No. 005 to permanente Creek - On December 19, 2015, Lehigh violated the CDO by discharging

approximately 8,900 gallons of facility runoff to Permanente Creek with concentrations of TSs and

turbidity above the numeric interim effluent limits in the CDo. Lehigh is subject to administrative

liabilities pursuant to water code section 13350, subdivision (e).

I have to ask the question how can the amount of water the proposed Lehigh Treatment Plant, which

could reach 52 million gallons per month processed, a tremendous amount of water, The water

processed would be extremely heavy and it could also be mixed with chemicals and water purchased

from the City of Cupertino or the Water Companies. The weight of the building itself made out of metal

adds to the problem great deal of overall weight and so I am very concerned that this could cause some

structural problems and even add to the possibility of an earth quake.

The State Regional Water Quality Control Board needs to supply Santa Clara County Planning, the Zoning

Administration and the public copies of the water tests that were conducted in the past and up till now

so that we can see what pollution is really in the water. The public wants to know what pollution is in

the water and what will the Lehigh Proposed Wastewater Treatment Plant treat and how will it be

treated. The Selenium is a problem with the EMSA and other locations on site and this Selenium needs

to be treated in a certain way SCC needs to find out exactly how it will be treated and also to ask that

the treatments are a zero pollution limits.

please add this to my comments from prior information I submitted to Christopher Hoem'



TO: Cupertino Sanitation Division

Attn: Richard Tanaka, Frank Quach, Julie Rodriguez and the Cupertino Sanitation Board

From: Cathy Helgerson - CAP - Citizens Against Pollution

Subject: Lehigh Southwest Cement and Quarry Wastewater Treatment Plant Proposal

I would first like to address this to Richard Tanaka and the Cupertino Sanitation Board for their review

because I feel that this matter must be addressed immediately and that it is of a very urgent matter.

Lehigh Southwest cement and euarry are in the process of filing an application with Santa Clara county

to build and operate a Wastewater Treatment Plant which they will eventually bring up to the Zoning

Administration for review much to my dismay, I have reviewed the paperuvork including the

Geotechnical Report and feel that there are many problems with this Lehigh Wastewater Treatment

plant and that it would be a health and safety issue which could affect the public. I have commented on

this with Santa Clara County and will also be commenting on their application again because SCC has

asked them to add more information.

I have contacted the Cupertino Sanitation Department and discussed this with Frank Quach and Julie

Rodriguez who have given me information regarding this matter so I do hope you Richard you will look

into this matter immediatelY'

It seems that someone at Lehigh contacted the Cupertino Sanitation Department asking about

connecting a pile line from Lehigh to the pipes already there at the Steven Creek Blvd., I am not sure

what Lehigh was told but it seems Lehigh never got back to your office, Julie could not tell me who you

Richard spoke to, and I guess that your office never got back to them to follow up in any way

San Jose - Santa Clara Wastewater Treatment Plant was also contacted by Lehigh about this and is

seems there was a miscommunication and it seems Lehigh was told that connecting lines and directing

wastewater to the san Jose- santa clara wastewater Treatment Plant could not be done' I was also told

this when I called but laterfound out due to my persistence lwanted to know why and so lfound out

there had been a miscommunication and was told by Amit Mutsuddy that it could be possible. He would

like someone from Cupertino Sanitation Department to contact him about this and discuss the matter

he is open to that.

I have been in contact with Santa Clara County Christopher Hoem who is reviewing Lehigh's application

and who will be submitting it to the Zoning Administration once that people have commented on the

matter. I discussed this matter with Christopher and told him I would contact Cupertino Sanitation

Department and the san Jose - santa clara waste Treatment Plant to see it is possible to save everyone

a great deal of money by not putting in a Lehigh WastewaterTreatment Plant'

I would first like to make a suggestion instead of putting in larger pipes to handle the great amount of

water that Lehigh has to process I would like to suggest that maybe the amount of water coming down

from them could be regulated in some way and released slowly. I understand from Julie and Frank that



in orderto handle .5 Million Gallons that a bigger pipe line would have to be installed because the pipes

that are there are not enough. Julie says she can do modeling but it would have to clear from you. I hope

if there is no other way but to put in a bigger pile line that your department would consider it.

Richard I would like to propose instead of all that expense how about doing what the Santa clara valley

Water District does with the Steven Creek Reservoir they release water through a recharge pond behind

the 7 /ttstore and this water goes into the aquifer below the valley. The water at Lehigh is now in the

ponds and is also in the quarry ¡t is treated by and goes through small treatment units and the water is

released into the permanente Creek and eventually ends up in the aquifer and the SF Bay and is

eventually delivered to the public by the San Jose Water Company and the California water Service

Company. They set this up because of the Selenium that was going into the Permanente Creek from the

East Material Storage Area which is still a problem and needs to be resolved. The water at Lehigh from

the Cement plant, euarry and all the ponds on the site are polluted and must be treated' The Sierra Club

filed a lawsuit against Lehigh for polluting the Permanente Creek, and it went to court and they won the

judge instructed Lehigh to stop the pollution and that is how they decided to build a Wastewater

Treatment plant. I am sure that if a better system was suggested that Sierra Club and the judge could

consider that alternative. I also see that Lehigh tried to find out if an alternative is possible in the past.

Lehigh could funnel the water from the quarry and the ponds into a central location and hook up to a

line which could have a regulator so that only a certain amount of wastewater could go through as a

given time. Santa Clara Water District with the Steven Creek Reservoir and the recharge pond is a

perfect example of what can be done and it has been working. This water can be held in the quarry or

the ponds not a problem this has already been going on all they need is a release system in place letting

the limit of water at a time be released this saving installing larger pipes. Richard this needs to be

coordinated by someone please can you take the lead in this?

Richard I know that this is work for you and your group, and that Julie tells me you are all very busy but

this matter is of life and death to the valley and the SF Bay Area and cannot wait because Lehigh is

submitting their application for a the Lehigh Wastewater Treatment Plant and it will be going to the

Zoning Administration for approval and then once approved it will go to the Building Department'

I ask that your group coordinate this alternative with Lehigh, Santa Clara County, Santa Clara - San Jose

waste Treatment plant, State Regional water Quality Board, Sierra club and the Judge to put this plan in

action immediatelY.

There is a great deal of money to be saved for Lehigh but there is also a great deal of revenue to be

gained for the Cupertino Sanitation Department and Santa Clara- San Jose Wastewater Treatment Plant

who would be charging Lehigh for the service. I would think that this money is better spent than building

an unwanted Treatment plant. I also feel that Lehigh should not be allowed to monitor the treatment

facility alone, and that whoever they hired to build and monitor the plant may not be the best company

to do the job. The San Jose - Santa Clara Wastewater Treatment Plant is a massive treatment plant and

they will also be making many wonderful upgrades to the facility over the years they are the best facility

to do the job. I have looked on the web and the system they use to treat wastewater it is full proof and



they have been around for 50 years doing a great job. My question is why do we need the Lehigh

Wastewater Treatment plant when there is a professional highly responsible treatment facility in the

valley already can anyone tell me? The fact that it seems that any company can just go ahead and put in

a wastewatertreatment plant should not be taking place and the agencies that regulate this wastewater

should not be allowing it. I would hope that you can contact the State Regional water Quality control

Dept. to see what part they will play in this matter I have given you Dyan Whyte as a contact person at

the end of this message.

I am very interested in this matter because I see the Lehigh Wastewater Treatment Plant as a Health and

Safety issue and also a waste of money that could be spent in a better way. I have been an advocate

against the pollution at the Lehigh Southwest Cement and Quarry for t2 years and counting and have

seen how much pollution they have been allowed to distribute in our community and I feel this needs to

end.

The Lehigh wastewater Treatment plant would not treat the water down to zero emissions but only to

what is required by the State Region Water Quality Board and the State Environmental Protection

Agency this is not enough there is the cumulative affect we need to consider. I was told by the Santa

Clara - San Jose Waste Treatment Plant representative that no wastewater treated or not should be

going into the permanente Creek or any other creek this truly makes a great deal of sense. They do not

release any wastewater down any creek in San Jose'

Lehigh Southwest Cement and Quarry has been polluting the Silicon Valley and the SF Bay Area for over

90 years and counting and this needs to end. They are running out of limestone in the old quarry and

they will need to mine a new pit this would be an absolute disaster for everyone and would cost many

lives. The mining of a new pit would cost 30 thousand trees and 600 acres of land to be destroyed and it

would also displace many animals that live in the woods there. The Mid-Peninsula Preserve is right next

to Lehigh and the animals would run for their lives causing an over flow into the Preserve this should not

be allowed to happen. lt would be a tragedy, many animals would die who have their homes in the

ground and in the trees this cannot be allowed to take place'

I am not discounting putting in new pipes to handle the Lehigh Wastewater load but it seems there

could be a better way with what I suggested above in the paragraphs above'

I know there must be a way to work this out but I need everyone to help please get back to me ASAP

because Santa Clara County will be processing Lehigh's application soon'

Contact People as follows:

Santa Clara County - christopher Hoem phone No. 408-299-5784 & Manira Sandhir Supervisor Phone

No. 408-299-5787, Main No. 408-299-5770

San Jose - Santa Clara Regional Wastewater Facility - Amit Mutsuddy - Cell Phone 408-515-2021 office

phone 408-635-2007



State RegionalWater euality District- Dyan Whyte Phone Number- Main No.510-622-2447-Cell

Phone 5LO-926-287O



Date: Aprll?S,20L7

To: Christopher Hoem, Planner County of Santa Clara

cc: foe Simitian, CountY SuPervisor

Re: public Hearing May 4,2017 for 2250-t7A-I7DR-I7G Lehigh Southwest Cement

Company

I am a local citizen concerned about contamination in water, soil and air from

Lehigh Southwest operations. The public hearing on May 4,2017 pertains to grading

apprãval of 2976.6 cubic yards of cut and2220.9 cubic yards of fill for a new water

tieatment facility. I am pleased to know about the construction of the water

treatment facility but I am concerned about the management of the soils to be

excavated. What assurance do I have that all topsoil and subsoils from the

excavation will be segregated and stored for use in reclamation? Also, when will the

reclamation plan be amended, if it hasn't been amended already, to ensure that,

after operations cease and the treatment facility is no longer needed, the treatment

facilitywill be removed and the related excavations will be restored to approximate

original contour immediately after closure? Last, can you assure me that Lehigh's

financial assurance to the County under SMARA has been increased to enable

complete reclamation of these facilities if Lehigh fails or is otherwise unable to meet

its reclamation obligations?

please provide more information regarding the affects of the treatment facility,

related excavations and amended reclamation plan.

Sincerely,

Kit Gordon

27800 Central Drive

Los Altos Hills, CA 94022
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PROCESS WATER TREATMENT PLANT
LEHIGH SOUTHWEST CEMENT COMPANY

PERMANENTE PLANT AND QUARRY

24001 STEVENS CREEK BOULEVARD
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